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Abstract
Diffusive shock acceleration at the outer front of expanding supernova remnants
has provided by far the most popular model for the origin of galactic cosmic
rays, and has been the subject of intensive theoretical investigation. But several
problems loomed at high energies—how to explain the smooth continuation of
the cosmic-ray spectrum far beyond 1014 eV, the very low level of TeV gamma-
ray emission from several supernova remnants, and the very low anisotropy of
cosmic rays (seeming to conflict with the short trapping times needed to convert
a E−2 source spectrum into the observed E−2.7 spectrum of cosmic rays).
However, recent work on the cosmic ray spectrum (especially at KASCADE)
strongly indicates that about half of the flux does turn down rather sharply
near 3 × 1015 V rigidity, with a distinct tail extending to just beyond 1017 V
rigidity; whilst a plausible description (Bell and Lucek) of the level of self-
generated magnetic fields at the shock fronts of young supernova remnants
implies that many SNRs in varying environments might very well generate
spectra extending smoothly to just this ‘knee’ position, and a portion of the
exploding red supergiants could extend the spectrum approximately as needed.
At low energies, recent progress in relating cosmic ray compositional details
to modified shock structure also adds weight to the belief that the model is
working on the right lines, converting energy into cosmic rays very efficiently
where injection can occur. The low level of TeV gamma-ray flux from many
young SNRs is a serious challenge, though it may relate to variations in particle
injection efficiency with time. The clear detection of TeV gamma rays from
SNRs has now just begun, and predictions of a characteristic curved particle
spectrum give a target for new tests by TeV observations. However, the isotropy
seriously challenges the assumed cosmic-ray trapping time and hence the shape
of the spectrum of particles released from SNRs. There is otherwise enough
convergence of model and observation to encourage belief that the outline of
the model is right, but there remains the possibility that the spectral shape of
particles actually released is not as previously predicted.
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1. Introduction

Fermi [1, 2] provided the key ingredient for explaining the energization of cosmic rays.
High-speed charged particles could gain energy by wandering into and being turned back (by
irregular ‘frozen-in’ magnetic fields) from fast-moving masses of gas: a stochastic process of
such encounters—elastic scatterings—could generate an extended power-law energy spectrum
of relativistic charged particles, which was the striking characteristic of cosmic rays, though
the slope of the spectrum would depend on local circumstances. Ginzburg and Syrovatskii
[3] interpreted the radio emission from a number of supernova remnants to make a strong
case that cosmic-rays—electrons at least—were being accelerated in those turbulent objects.
Then, in 1968, several authors independently put forward the outline of an explanation of
how cosmic rays were generated at the outer edges of supernova remnants (SNRs) which
expanded supersonically into the surrounding interstellar gas [4–8]. At the outer edge, there
is a very narrow boundary layer where the interstellar gas is rapidly compressed and heated,
becoming part of the advancing high-speed SNR gas. During the extensive highly supersonic
phase of the expansion, when the pressure in the external gas can be neglected, application
of conservation laws to elements of swept-up gas shows that it should be compressed to four
times its initial density. If there are some fast-moving charged particles present in the gas
that is being compressed, it is very natural to assume that they follow a convoluted diffusive
motion through the fluid as they move through contorted magnetic fields carried along with
the fluid. Then, energetic charged particles which have a diffusive scattering mean free path
extremely small compared with the width of the compression zone could gain energy in the
converging fluid flow, behaving like atoms of the gas; but if their scattering mean free path
is not so small, some will later wander back across the compression zone (against the flow
of the fluid that has moved through it) and experience again the converging motion of the
gas, again gaining energy (perhaps 1000 times). As they wander, there is no place where
they experience expanding or divergent flow to reduce their energy (except later, much more
gradually, as the SNR grows larger), so some of them can eventually acquire a huge energy
before they move too far into the SNR interior to diffuse back to the edge. This (no diverging
regions) is a special case of the ‘first order’ Fermi process of stochastic energy gain [2],
but the resulting energy spectrum is governed by the compression factor 4: analysis shows
that the particles accumulated inside will have a momentum distribution dN/dp ∝ p−(2+ε),
where ε is a small quantity (perhaps ∼0.1) tending to zero for infinite Mach number and thin
compression zone—even for modestly high Mach number the compression zone is very thin,
so far as non-thermal particles are concerned, becoming a sharp shock front (or so it was at
first supposed). Later work has led us to believe that a small proportion of the swept-up gas
ions emerge naturally from compression with energy and mean free path high enough to start
on the stochastic process of extended energy gain.

This process of energization of charged particles, known as diffusive shock acceleration,
is a very appealing scheme for the origin of cosmic rays in our galaxy, as its simplicity makes
it appear almost inevitable provided that the necessary contortions in the local magnetic field
are present to provide scattering, and that some of the atoms in the swept-up gas can be
moved clear of the thermal energy domain so that they move faster than the bulk of the gas
and diffuse appreciably. Its attraction derived from five main features: (a) it taps directly
the huge energy reservoir of the supernova ejecta, one of the few adequate energy sources to
maintain the cosmic ray flux, (b) the process is simple enough to provide a basis for detailed
calculations and predictions despite the turmoil of the interior, (c) the cosmic ray spectrum
at Earth, dN/dE ∝ E−2.7 (E ∝ p when E � mc2) appeared explained at a stroke by a
source spectrum ∝E−2.1, if one called upon evidence from spallation of cosmic-ray nuclei
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which indicated that they were trapped in the galaxy for a time ∝E−0.6, (d) the relative
abundance of nuclei present in the cosmic radiation would be essentially that of atoms in the
interstellar medium (not the supernova ejecta), modified by the nature of the ‘injection’ into
the accelerator, and, (e) shocks in interplanetary space, accessible to spacecraft, served as a
laboratory to test and confirm basic features of the process of diffusive shock acceleration,
though on a very different energy scale.

However, the model did not seem to match observations of cosmic rays at high energies.
Four problems have persisted.

(a) ‘Emax’. Lagage and Cesarsky [9] estimated the maximum energy that particles would
reach by this process in SNRs to be around 1013 × Z eV, where Z is the nuclear charge—
1013 eV for protons and ∼3 × 1014 eV for the most highly charged common nuclei
(iron)—whereas the cosmic ray spectrum extends smoothly to the ‘knee’, at around
4×1015 eV, where it appeared to undergo a modest bend, before continuing to the ‘ankle’
near 3 × 1018 eV, beyond which the sources were supposed extragalactic.

(b) ‘Spectral exponent/isotropy’. A source spectrum of the form dN/dE ∝ E−2.1 is only
consistent with the spectrum of the local cosmic rays if the residence time of cosmic rays in
the galaxy falls away as rapidly as E−0.6, which indeed matches the simple interpretation
of the successful ‘leaky box model’ of trapping in the galaxy at ∼5–300 GeV; but this
would lead to anomalously short residence times at energies above 1016 eV, where cosmic
rays show no sign of rapid outflow. A residence time ∝E−1/3, that might have been
expected from passage through interstellar magnetic fields described by a Kolmogorov
spectrum of turbulence, would have caused no problem, but this would imply a more
steeply falling source spectrum, say, E−2.36.

(c) Relativistic particles accumulating in SNRs should interact with gas there to produce
high-energy gamma rays (via π0 decay), but observations of several prominent SNRs
failed to reveal TeV gamma rays at the predicted level. (This field of observation is
potentially powerful, rapidly emerging from infancy, so this is a lively topic.)

(d) Though lacking observational evidence of the accelerated nuclei, we have clear evidence
from radio and x-ray astronomy that SNR generate relativistic electrons, in much smaller
numbers than the postulated nuclei. However, the diffusive shock acceleration model for
hadron acceleration has difficulty in explaining how electrons can be ‘injected’ into the
supra-thermal acceleration process.

It is the main purpose of this review to examine the force of several of these pros and cons in
the light of current studies of cosmic rays and of modifications to the original simple model
of diffusive shock acceleration.

Section 2 will introduce recent observational data on the cosmic rays that have to be
explained, suggesting that the ‘Emax’ problem may have changed its aspect. Section 3 will
rehearse some properties of SNR essential to the discussion. Section 4 will present the
diffusive shock acceleration scenario from another standpoint, explaining that very specific
spectral shapes are currently predicted, and it introduces some of the modifications of the
simplest ‘test particle’ model, which indicate that the accelerated ‘cosmic rays’ will indeed
greatly modify the shock, and should divert a considerable fraction of the supernova energy
into cosmic rays. Section 5 will argue that a new hypothesis about the strength of magnetic
fields generated by particle-plasma interactions may well lead to the existence of a ‘knee’
in a particular small energy range, followed by an extended tail of particles somewhat as
required, and the following sections will consider in turn particular problem areas: low TeV
gamma emission and low anisotropy. There are good indications that the model is on the right
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Figure 1. Showing the agreement between many air shower experiments on a well-defined shape
of cosmic ray energy spectrum above 1015 eV, as a continuous extension of the spectrum obtained
from (mainly) balloon-borne experiments at 1011–1015 eV. At the latter energies, spectra of some
individual nuclear groups are shown by lines (He may be a little too high), with a few data points
for p, He (filled points) and Fe. Above 1015 eV, the small circles (p, He), stars (CNO) and triangles
(Fe) show the provisional decomposition of the flux into 4 nuclear groups by KASCADE [15].
ppp marks a proton component deduced by Haverah Park [29].

track, but questions of our understanding of cosmic-ray propagation or of the resulting energy
spectrum are raised.

2. Observational evidence on the energy spectrum and source regions of
galactic cosmic rays

Where cosmic ray protons and nuclei of a few GeV traverse interstellar gas, the gamma ray
volume emissivity of such regions, at ∼0.1–3 GeV, has been interpreted as showing that GeV
hadronic cosmic rays have a higher flux in more active regions, of high gas density (such as
major spiral arms) [10], with a similar effect seen in the Large Magellanic Cloud, whilst the
cosmic-ray gamma-producing flux is below local levels in the outer parts of the galactic disc
[12, 13] and in the Large Magellanic Cloud [14]; and radio observations of the nearby galaxy
NGC6946 [11] show that relativistic electrons appear to come from sources biased towards
spiral arms. This indicates that in the GeV domain, the strongest sources of cosmic rays are
found in the regions of denser gas in these galaxies—the star-forming regions, especially, in
our galaxy, in the disc at 4–5 kpc from the galactic centre—and are less active immediately
outside this, and still less at greater radial distances. This link to star-forming regions is
roughly consistent with the distribution of supernovae, especially of massive types II, Ib and
Ic. The lower cosmic ray density in adjacent regions indicates that the particles are able to
diffuse directly away from the galactic disc, ultimately into extragalactic space, though they
can also spread to neighbouring inter-arm regions of the galactic disc. If escape ‘vertically’
is particularly strong above the most active supernova regions it may be that at our inter-arm
position the particles from the low-mass type Ia supernovae are over-represented.

How far above the GeV range does this galactic flux continue? In figure 1, the fine detail
of the cosmic-ray energy spectrum is shown by the usual device of plotting the ratio of the
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observed flux J (E) (particles m−2 s−1 sterad−1 GeV−1) to a simple power law E−2.75, to reveal
the famous ‘knee’ in the spectrum near 4×1015 eV. Energy is here the total kinetic energy of the
particle, rather than energy per nucleon. Apologies are due for such a cluttered diagram, but
it is intended to serve two purposes: first, it indicates very briefly that the well-studied cosmic
rays below energies of 1014 eV form a continuous distribution with those observed by the very
different air shower techniques above 1015 eV: secondly, it will be used to show that there may
be three somewhat distinct parts of this cosmic-ray flux, if the Karlsruhe observations near
1016 eV have been correctly interpreted, with one major part ending rather sharply at a rigidity
near 3 × 1015 V. (Rigidity, R, will here be defined as cp/|Ze|, for a particle of momentum p
and charge Ze: SI unit: V. When E � mc2, as for most particles in the energy range depicted,
R = E/|Ze|.)

First, examine the region above 1015 eV. It is amazing that these difficult measurements
now converge so well on an energy spectrum below 1019 eV. The plot includes representatives
of various types of air shower experiment: Haverah Park [16] and Akeno [17] (including the
large extension AGASA [18]) using the traditional array of particle detectors on the ground,
the high-altitude Tibet array [19] which has an advantage at lower energies in observing
showers closer to their maximum, the more calorimetric optical detectors, the Stereo Fly’s eye
detector [20] and mono HiRes [21], and the TUNKA array [22] relying entirely on Cherenkov
light. The very detailed KASCADE array at Karlsruhe [15] had so many muon detectors
that the number of electrons and number of muons could be determined in a large number
of individual showers, very useful as Nµ/Ne is diagnostic of the primary particle’s mass.
Older energy estimates have been generally updated using recent quark–gluon–string nuclear
interaction models to derive the relationship between shower particle density and primary
particle energy. (The Fly’s Eye, HiRes, TUNKA and Tibet experiments are much less sensitive
to details of nuclear interactions at extreme energies, though at present the TUNKA data have
been normalized at one point to agree with the old Moscow MSU array flux, and so only give
an independent check on the shape of the spectrum.) Their agreement is excellent. Below
1019 eV, the only significant divergences are (a) the gradual wandering of the AGASA points
across the general trend, suggesting a small systematic difference in the energy assignment in
this analysis, the reason for which is not yet understood, and (b) Akeno’s misleadingly sharp
knee at 4 × 1015 eV, which appears to be related to the join to data from an earlier small array
for energies below this point. To avoid confusion in plotting, all error bars are omitted, and the
scatter present at the highest energies in each experiment reflects the statistical uncertainties.

Until recently, identification of the type of incoming cosmic-ray particle was impossible in
the air shower regime, but the nuclear-mass-resolved spectra from KASCADE eclipse previous
attempts made in air shower experiments to detect a change in mass of the primary particles just
beyond the knee of the spectrum (where a steeper fall in the flux due to limits to confinement
of particles either in the accelerator or in the galaxy should occur at an energy proportional to
charge) by seeking a change in proportion of muons reaching the ground in the showers: the
previously detected effects had mainly been small. The KASCADE experiment has typically
detected so many muons in each shower that the distribution in Nµ has been determined for
each shower size, and this makes it possible both to verify that the shower model does not
have a great systematic error in assignment of primary mass, as it is predicting an acceptable
number of muons in iron and proton showers (essentially that the upper and lower limits of
the Nµ distributions are correctly placed), and then to derive an approximate distribution in
primary masses at each energy. The KASCADE showers were divided into four nuclear-mass
groups—protons, He, CNO and Fe group—shown as small points in the figure, starting at
1015 eV. Though we lack independent confirmation as yet, if these preliminary results [15] are
correct, the spectrum of each nuclear type turns down so sharply that an explanation of the
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cosmic-ray knee in terms of leakage from galactic trapping (which the present author admits
to in an earlier review [23]) now seems implausible—the galactic escape must be represented
by the gradually decreasing residence lifetime (such as E−0.6) seen over the whole energy
range—and the knee must almost certainly mark a limitation in the accelerator. The actual
change in 〈ln A〉 with energy (where A is the nuclear mass number) is not very large, and
the long-standing difficulty in measuring it is not surprising. The strange behaviour of the
‘Fe’ component may well reflect the difficulty in deconvolving a distribution in Nµ/Ne ratio
which has become so narrow (when heavy nuclei dominate) as to be sensitive to observational
fluctuations (and the analysis necessarily omitted an important group of Ne–S nuclei—even
four groups may be too many to resolve stably).

Below 1015 eV, the cosmic-ray particles can be recorded directly, mostly by balloon-borne
experiments, and the fluxes of different nuclear species thus obtained are shown in figure 1.
The plotted lines show the flux of several nuclear components (marked p, He, CNO, Fe) if the
proportions observed by Engelmann et al [24] for the source composition at 10 GeV are simply
extended upwards as E−2.69 in each case, making a small modification due to fragmentation
(losses and gains) in passing through 34(EGeV/Z)−0.6 g cm−2 [24] of interstellar gas en route.
The total flux of all nuclear species is also shown. (Engelmann et al did not observe H and
He: the proportions of these have been chosen to fit data near 1011 eV.) The agreement on the
proton flux (thin line ‘p’ below 1015 eV) seems better than that on helium measurements: the
dashed line ‘He’ was more influenced by earlier work and may perhaps be a little too high.
A few observational points in support are given only for p, He, Fe and for all particles, to
limit the confusion. This is a global picture: there are small unresolved differences between
different determinations.

The first lesson from figure 1 is that a single component of cosmic rays appears to extend
from below 1010 eV to at least 1016 eV in proton energy. To a good approximation a uniform
spectrum in rigidity, R−2.69, consistent with the expectations of a simple (‘test particle’) shock
acceleration model, is quite acceptable: it fits also the total air shower flux around 1015 eV, and
the proportions of nuclear groups are consistent with the Karlsruhe unfolding there, when one
allows for the omission of the significant Ne–S group from that decomposition. There appears
to be continuity, though of course the pure power law might be deceptive, as the residence
time in the galaxy may not continue to vary as E−0.6 at these high energies—the evidence
only extends as far as 300 GeV [25]—and a steeper fall at high energies, though causing even
greater anisotropy problems, might in principle mask a harder source spectrum at the highest
energies, as expected from models of modified shocks. Having shown the quality of the air
shower data, the extension above 1015 eV will now be examined more closely.

Figure 2 shows an attempted decomposition of the all-particle spectrum into three parts,
strongly guided by the KASCADE nuclear decomposition, and taken from Hillas [26]. The
rationale for the three basic parts is as follows.

(i) ‘A’: Extending from very low energies is drawn the flux discussed above: the standard
source composition (‘Engelmann’ supplemented by H and He) with the same shape
of rigidity (R) spectrum for all nuclei (which is probably a simplification as regards
hydrogen): R−2.69, multiplied by a turn-down factor f (R) = 1/[1 + (R/R0)

2.5]0.5, with
R0 = 3 × 1015 V, reproducing the KASCADE knee effect reasonably well.

(ii) ‘EG’: At the highest energies there is an extragalactic component. It is beyond the
scope of this review to discuss extragalactic cosmic rays [28] except for their impact on
the interpretation of galactic radiation. In [26] it was argued that such sources evolved
strongly over cosmic time, somewhat like the rate of massive star formation, leading to
long propagation times from these earlier active sources, and resulting in a largely H–He
flux strongly affected by pair-producing interactions with background radiations, which
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Figure 2. The cosmic ray spectrum as the sum of galactic H, He, CNO, Ne–S and Fe components
with the same rigidity dependence, and extragalactic H + He (total EGT) having a spectrum ∝E−2.3

before suffering losses by CMBR and starlight interactions. The galactic components were given
a turn-down shape based on KAS CADE knee shape as far as the point marked x. The dashed line
Q is the total if the extended tail B of the galactic flux is omitted.

produced a sharp drop in flux from early radiogalaxies (or gamma ray bursts) above about
4 × 1017 eV (which, encouragingly, matches the position of what is sometimes referred
to as the ‘second knee’). This absorption nearly levels off above 3 × 1018 eV, where the
flux is normalized to agree with the observed cosmic ray flux. (Around 1017 eV one may
receive the unabsorbed source spectrum E−2.3, though, below this, the diffusion efficiency
is uncertain.) This cannot be a unique analysis of the cosmic-ray spectrum, but it shows
that another component is needed between the KASCADE knee ‘A’ and the extragalactic
part just discussed, since so far, parts (i) and (ii) would only add up to give the dashed
curve ‘Q’, falling below the observed total flux.

(iii) ‘B’: Something still has to be added to the ‘KASCADE’ component ‘A’, in order to
make up the well-measured total cosmic-ray flux at several times 1017 eV. The lines (B)
plotted here result from the assumption that the additional galactic component still has
the normal relative numbers of different nuclei (as expected in simple diffusive shock
acceleration models), with a common rigidity spectrum, and everything adds up to the
observed total flux of all particles. The KASCADE-like rigidity spectrum has been
accepted up to 7 × 1015 V, near the experiment’s sensitivity limit. If the rigidity spectrum
extending beyond this point is to make up the observed total flux (when added to the
EG component), the resulting form is shown as ‘B’ in figure 2. (One does seem to need
the light-nucleus dominated extragalactic flux as part of the mixture: one does not get a
good fit to the observations with any overall spectrum which is purely a function of
rigidity with normal composition. One problem in such a case is that where the total
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spectrum falls steeply, as from (0.3–1.5) × 1018 eV, the predicted mean nuclear mass
is then very high (iron-like), whereas the Haverah Park shower observations there have
always indicated a considerable fraction of protons: the latest analysis [29] quoted 34%
protons at 0.3–1 EeV, marked as ‘ppp’ on the figure.)

One hence asks acceleration models to explain a prominent component which falls away
rapidly above 3 × 1015 V rigidity, and a significant component ‘B’ extending to just above
1017 V rigidity, but with a much less sharp maximum, possibly a source population with a
range of maximum energies. Before the KASCADE data, the knee gave the impression of
a simple change in slope (of about 0.3) that might apply to all nuclear components, with a
change in galactic escape rate being a possible cause, but the flux drop now seems to relate
to a rather sharp limitation in the accelerator. This might fit a theoretical model if a large
proportion of the cosmic ray sources had virtually the same maximum energy. Erlykin and
Wolfendale had remarked that this seemed implausible because of the wide range of local gas
densities (and perhaps magnetic fields) around different SNRs. They have long pursued the
suggestion that one nearby SNR by chance contributed enough to the local flux to provide a
small peak rising from a smooth rounded spectrum to give the appearance of a distinct bend
[27]. The fairly well-localized steep bend of the KASCADE spectrum, however, appears to
account for ∼60% of the galactic flux that extends from the GeV region—the other ∼40%
being the more extended part ‘B’—so there is a distinct ‘knee’ that requires explanation. This
will be addressed below (section 5).

The nuclear, and to some extent the isotopic, composition of cosmic rays arriving at
Earth has been measured in very great detail in the range 108–1010 eV per nucleon. A large
overabundance of 22 Ne is the only strange isotopic composition that has been clearly confirmed
amongst stable elements and not attributable to spallation—suggesting that the matter swept
up had been locally enriched by ∼20% of products of earlier massive WR star nucleosynthesis
products, indeed pointing to a very active star-forming region. (One other isotope, 58 Fe, may
also have an abnormal abundance.) There are some systematic differences in the proportions
of different elements, compared with ordinary matter, that are claimed to offer evidence in
support of acceleration in shocks (see section 4.4).

3. The supposed cosmic-ray factories: supernova remnants

A typical supernova sends a 1044 J supersonic blast wave into the surrounding medium—this
is its main relevant characteristic as a cosmic-ray generator. Three or four main types of
supernova are distinguished: type I show no evidence of hydrogen in their outer layers, unlike
type II. The present common belief is that type Ia have the most uniform characteristics,
occurring when some ‘burnt out’ star has ended up as a CO white dwarf in a close binary
system where it can gradually accrete matter from its companion, and thus eventually exceed
the Chandrasekhar limit ≈1.4M�, triggering a shrinkage and heating that ignites a rapid
deflagration of nuclear fuel, shattering the star, and ejecting about 1.4M� of heavy elements—
though rapid burning of a less massive star is still considered a possibility. Such an old star
could be found in a very wide region of the Galaxy. Type II and Type Ib are interpreted as
the result of core collapse in massive stars. Although, here, the sudden collapse to around
neutron-star size releases 102 times more energy (mostly radiated as neutrinos), only 1% is
given to ejecting most of the overlying stellar mass at mean speeds of many thousand km s−1,
and the outer fringes at up to 30 000–40 000 km s−1 (the visible supernova). Stars having an
initial main sequence mass >8M� are expected to end in this way (‘type II’), usually after a
final stage of normal nuclear burning spent as a red supergiant star, during which a considerable
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mass of the outer stellar atmosphere may be carried away and left nearby in a slow wind of
∼10 km s−1 before the final collapse and explosion. If the initial mass exceeds about 16–
20M�, the star can follow the red supergiant stage as a smaller hot (Wolf Rayet) star, and
blow away its outer hydrogen in a strong wind (>1000 km s−1) over the 105 years before the
explosion, and the result is a type Ib, ejecting an envelope composed of elements heavier than
hydrogen. The very massive stars have short lives and are found primarily in star-forming
regions in dense parts of galactic spiral arms. They are expected to leave a neutron-star remnant
behind. Much rarer are type Ic (probably implicated in some of the less powerful gamma ray
bursts), which may result from the core collapse of even more massive stars, in which some
matter falls back at the end to form a black hole rather than a neutron star. Surprisingly, though
the total energy release is so different, the core collapse and nuclear incineration types of SN
lead to about the same release of kinetic energy in the ejecta (1044 J = 1051 erg, one ‘f.o.e.’
of energy), but different masses. (Type II perhaps 0.5–2 f.o.e. with Mej ∼ 2–10M�.) The
magnitude of this kinetic energy release in the form of ejecta is still not accurately established:
1 foe is taken to be the norm, but with variations of a factor 2 each way seeming quite
possible.

The actual rate of SN in the galaxy is still disputed. Based on observations of many other
type Sb–Sc spiral galaxies, 4–5 SN per century in our galaxy would be expected from the
survey [30] (approximately 15% type Ia, 70% type II and 15% type Ib), but this has later been
revised downwards [31] to 3 per century.

How much hadronic cosmic-ray energy must be supplied by each supernova? One can
estimate best the rate of energy supply to cosmic rays in the energy range 10–100 GeV, in the
area between 4 and 12 kpc from the galactic centre, and can scale up from that. The rate of
replenishment of particles depends on the time for which they are trapped in the galactic disc,
which is best indicated by the average column density or ‘grammage’, 〈g〉, they have traversed
in the gas before escape (deduced from the amount of nuclear fragmentation they are observed
to have suffered). Since the thickness of the galactic gas layer (FWHM ≈230 pc [33]) is much
less than the size of the region in which the particles diffuse (>2.5 kpc each side of the plane
[32]), one may assume the same cosmic-ray particle density, n, throughout the gas as is seen
locally. One then finds that ‘grammage’ is being accumulated by cosmic rays at a rate nµc

per unit area of the plane, where µ is the total mass of gas per unit area of the plane (both
sides). Hence the rate of production of particles per unit area of the galactic plane is

q = ncµ/〈g〉. (1)

The superficial mass density, µ, is taken to be µ = 3.0 × 10−3 g cm−2 averaged over the
range 4–12 kpc from the galactic centre, based on Ferrière’s global distributions of various
hydrogen components in the galaxy [34], and scaling up by 1.4 to allow for the heavier
elements. (This is larger than the local value, 2.50×10−3 g cm−2, because there is much more
molecular hydrogen in the region near 5 kpc.) To get the rate of production of cosmic-ray
energy, Q(EGeV) for cosmic ray protons per GeV of the spectrum, the particle density n is
replaced by the cosmic-ray proton energy density 1.6 × 10−10EGeV(4π/c)J (EGeV). We need
the locally-observed proton flux at a few tens of GeV, J (E) = 8.9 × 103E−2.64

GeV m−2 s−1

sterad−1 GeV−1, and the observed ‘grammage’, 〈g〉 = 34R−0.6
GV g cm−2 of interstellar matter

[24], where RGV is the rigidity in GV (becoming equivalent to EGeV for protons, when
E � mc2). (This expression for 〈g〉 does not hold below 4.4 GV.) Hence the required energy
injection rate of cosmic-ray protons per m2 of the galaxy is 1.58×10−9E−1.04

GeV W m−2 GeV−1.
(Use of the local cosmic ray flux seems reasonable: it seems equal to the average over the
4–12 kpc range, judged by the gamma ray data of Hunter et al [10]—their figure 9(b), averaged
over the two quadrants closest to the Sun.) The term E−1.04

GeV for energy production implies
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a particle production spectrum E−2.04
GeV . This, of course, looks very satisfactory (though the

exponent could be −2.1 after allowing for loss of low-energy protons in transit). To get the
energy supplied per SNR, we integrate over the energy range 10–100 GeV, allow for 5% loss
of proton energy in the matter traversed, scale up by a factor 1.50 to allow for the energy
carried by other cosmic-ray nuclei in the same rigidity range, multiply by the area from 4 to
12 kpc, divide by the number of supernovae per unit time in this region (64% of all galactic
SNR according to the radial distribution f (R) ∝ R2 exp(−R/2.4 kpc) of [35]—i.e. 64%
of ∼3 per century), obtaining 0.032 f.o.e. emitted in this one decade of the whole rigidity
spectrum. What fraction of the total energy resides in this decade depends on the shape of
the spectrum generated by SNR. For a spectrum p−γ extending from 0.01 mc to 106.5 mc, the
fraction is 16%, 20%, 23% or 22%, for γ = 2.0, 2.1, 2.2 or 2.3. Taking γ = 2.1, we have 20%
of the total energy. So we require 0.16 f.o.e. per SNR, about 16% of the supposed standard
supernova energy of 1 f.o.e. (Use of the alternative grammage formula 15R

−1/3
GV g cm−2 [103],

considered in section 7, would have changed 16% to about 13%.) The energy-budget case for
SNR as sources has strengthened with time, as this power requirement of 1.5 × 1034 W for
the whole galaxy is 5 times the rate calculated a few decades ago.

We come now to the expanding remnants left by these explosions. If these star masses
are correct, a type Ia would eject a mass of about 1.4M�, leaving no residual star, and its
development is much the easiest to understand, as type Ia seem not to expand into stellar
winds [37].

The ‘sweep-up time’, T0, roughly the time taken to sweep up a mass of the surrounding
gas equal to that of the ejected matter, Mej, is central to all discussions of SNR activity. Well
before that, the shock is still moving fast, but not much of the ejecta’s kinetic energy has yet
interacted to put energy into hot gas and cosmic rays (although the most energetic particles of
all have been produced and escaped): after T0 is the Sedov phase when the shock is slowing
down more and the structure and energy content stay almost constant until serious radiative
loss sets in. If ρ1 is the density of the surrounding gas, a mass equal to Mej has been swept
up at a radius R0 = (3Mej/4πρ1)

1/3, and using the r.m.s. velocity of the ejecta material, V0 =
(2ESN/Mej)

1/2, the sweep-up time must be about equal to

T0 = R0/V0 = 0.439E
−1/2
SN M

5/6
ej ρ

−1/3
1 = 186E

−1/2
foe M

5/6
ej�n

−1/3
H yr, (2)

where Efoe is the (kinetic) energy (ESN) of the ejected matter in 1051 erg units, Mej� the ejecta
mass in solar units, and the gas density is 1.4 times that contributed by the nH hydrogen atoms
per cm3. If Mej = 1.4M� is ejected into the warm interstellar medium (nH ≈ 0.3) with
energy 1 foe, this gives a sweep-up time of 368 years, just about the age of the prominent
type Ia SN observed by Tycho Brahe in 1572.

Figure 3(a) shows the density profile calculated by Dwarkadas and Chevalier [37] for a
type Ia SNR at a time t = 2T0 after the SN explosion, for their preferred (Ia) case where the
ejected matter has an exponential distribution in velocity—but taking no account of the effect
of the pressure of any accelerated relativistic particles. Matter ejected from the supernova
is flowing out, much cooled, in zone 4: it is compressed and heated on passing through an
inner shock, at Ri = 0.64R at this time, producing the zone 3 consisting of shocked ejecta,
pushing ahead of it swept-up interstellar matter (zone 2) that was compressed and heated by
an outer shock at radius R. At r > R one has undisturbed interstellar gas (zone 1): its density
rises by a factor 4 on passing through the outer shock, and falls at smaller r. At the time
shown, about 24% of the ejecta mass (but only ∼3% of its energy) is still within Ri , having
played no part. At times �T0, the density takes up a smooth form (r9) shown by the dotted
curve, with the ejecta now a negligible part, and no inner shock. The sudden density jump
shown at the contact discontinuity CD between the shocked ejecta (3) and shocked interstellar
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Figure 3. Radial structure of supernova remnants shortly after sweep-up time T0. R is the SNR
radius. Part (a) refers to a calculated density profile of a type Ia SNR at 2T0, and (b) to an observed
radio radial profile [40] of Tycho’s SNR (type Ia). Part (c) shows one model density profile of the
type Ib SNR, Cas A [39] and (d) its observed radio and x-ray emission [41]. It is hard to align
the emission profiles in this case, the theoretical and observational estimated sizes differing, and
the SNR showing very complex asymmetric structure, with numerous tiny bullet-like ‘knots’.

gas (2) is an unrealistic result of the one-dimensional hydrodynamic calculation: it would
suffer Rayleigh–Taylor instability, producing a turbulent mixing, and the real density will
presumably smooth out the density spikes that are shown at the contact.

If the model of diffusive shock acceleration is to be believed, during the expansion of
the remnant, the outer shock continually sweeps up new shells of interstellar gas, which
almost instantly acquire a speed ≈0.75Vs , and become hot, the thermal and kinetic energy
acquired being about equal. As the gas is largely ionized, this impulse is not imparted
through individual ion collisions, but by longer-range microturbulent collective fields
(a ‘collisionless shock’), and the particles in the resulting hot gas do not have a normal
thermal energy distribution, but have a long power-law high-momentum tail, the ‘cosmic
rays’, and the latter component may well carry ∼ half the total ‘thermal’ energy. After ∼T0,
almost all the energy of the ejecta has passed into the SNR through the inner shock, and the
total SNR energy hardly changes: adiabatic loss of kinetic, gas thermal and relativistic energy
balances the new accretion. Relativistic particles lose less energy in adiabatic expansion,
so they may be even more prominent, but crudely one might have comparable energies in
bulk kinetic, hot gas and relativistic form for a long period. Looking at the density profile
in figure 3(a), the gas at r < R in zone 2 has density ρ < 4ρ1, and so one can see that it
has been adiabatically expanded as the shock front left it behind. The ‘cosmic ray’ energy
density behind the shock may have the form something like the dotted line ‘cr’. In reality,
the illustrated density profile will be changed as the pressure of the cosmic rays will affect
the gas motion by raising the density jump above 4 at the front (see section 4), and the gas
should be concentrated even more closely behind the front, although this would be difficult to
check observationally. Perhaps at an age ∼105 years, the gas is cool enough to radiate energy
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away: energy and pressure loss then happens very suddenly within the narrow gas shell, and
this collapse initiates a sequence of further shocks there [43]. Though very energetic particles
may have escaped much earlier, the less energetic cosmic rays will be released at this late
phase, and the nature of the shocks then, and of the release, may determine the spectral slope
of the bulk of cosmic rays. This very complicated phase of cosmic ray generation has not yet
received as much theoretical attention as it deserves (though see [44]).

Radio emission from relativistic electrons is not concentrated where the simple model
leads us to expect it, however. Figure 3(b) shows the radial profile of radio brightness
of Tycho’s SNR (age ≈ 1.5T0) at 1.375 GHz (corresponding to synchrotron emission by
electrons of ∼2 GeV) [40] near the NNE edge (full line) and SSW (dashed). Although we are
expecting the particles to be energized at the outer shock (and an extreme sharpness has been
remarked in the synchrotron component of the x-ray image of another type Ia remnant [42]),
at this low energy most of the emission comes from zone 3 and the 2 /3 interface region which
does indeed look turbulent in the radio maps. If zone 3 is really implicated in acceleration,
current treatments of the overall radio spectrum of Tycho’s supernova are not adequate, but
the radio peak may represent a region where the turbulence has amplified the magnetic field
through shear. (Turbulence can energize particles, but much more slowly than shocks, because
the time scale to return to places of energy gain is longer, and regions of divergent as well as
convergent flow are encountered.) Radio maps of ever increasing resolution have confirmed,
through polarization, that the magnetic field becomes radial on average immediately the gas
enters the outer shock (e.g. [40, 41]), though the field is turbulent, as the degree of polarization
is only a few per cent. This seems to be a universal feature of SNR at age ∼T0, though not all
have this form when much older, and it points to some instability generating a strong magnetic
field locally at the shock. The important points are, (a) self-generated field, and, (b) the
standard theory does not yet describe this. The polarization maps [40] show wide variations
of field direction in the bright zone further in, on a larger cellular scale, strengthening the
suspicion, as above, of a large-scale turbulent motion here.

A type II SN would explode into the wind emitted by the original massive star: the
surrounding gas density would fall off as 1/r2 at first, though with complications further
out resulting from interaction with more distant surrounding matter. If the wind speed were
≈10 km s−1, as from a red supergiant, the immediately surrounding gas would then be much
denser than in the normal interstellar medium; but if the initial mass were above ∼15–20M�,
this would be followed by a 2000 km s−1 wind from a WR star (type Ib SN) that would
excavate a cavity of abnormally low density, and such regions can merge to produce large
bubbles of low-density hot gas, and criss-crossing shocks which may be of great interest for
cosmic ray production [36], though if the star were more isolated, the fast wind might be
expected to compress the pre-existing slow wind into a moderately-dense shell around the
bubble [38, 39]. An unobscured close-up view of a type II SNR exploding into a dense wind
is not readily available in our galaxy, but SN1993J in M81 has been studied in great detail,
though at 3.6 Mpc it is much too distant to provide structural images. Fransson and Björnsson
[45] have examined the evolution of its radio spectrum over three years. The magnetic field in
the synchrotron-emitting region could be reliably determined, through changes in synchrotron
self-absorption, and was very strong, its energy density about 14% of equipartition with
thermal energy (B as high as 30 gauss at one time, before decreasing roughly as R−1

SN). The
injected electron spectrum was deduced to be dN/dE ∝ E−2.1, and probably scaling as a fixed
fraction of the thermal shocked energy density. The evolution was consistent with expansion
into a region with density ∝r−2. All these deductions would be very favourable to ideas
of strong particle acceleration at shocks, though one must hope for a more detailed view of
other closer objects to confirm the deductions made from this point source. One characteristic
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of Type II SNR is in evidence here—the very strong initial luminosity (in x-rays as well as
radio), characteristic of initial interaction with a very dense gaseous environment, unlike the
slower build-up in a type I SNR as it sweeps up matter more gradually.

As for type Ib, another intensively studied young SNR, taken up again in section 6, is
Cas A, which probably exploded in 1680, of somewhat similar age and distance to Tycho’s
SNR, but showing a complex pattern of hydrogen-poor fragments. A density profile model
of Borkowski et al [39] shows a much more complex density profile (figure 3(c)) resulting
from impact with a dense shell formed earlier (dotted line in the density profile) where the fast
WR wind had compressed the inner part of the matter from an earlier slow dense wind. In
reality, the result would be turbulent and more spread out than indicated by the thin shells of
the one-dimensional model. The model had 3M� ejected with energy 1 f.o.e by the explosion
of a WR star. About 6M� of matter had been swept up within R in this model. Cas A
has been studied intensively in the radio, optical and x-ray wavebands, and is much more
asymmetric and irregular than such a simple picture would suggest. Figure 3(d) shows an
attempted deconvoluted emissivity profile in radio (full line) and thermal Si x-rays (dashed)
in a particular azimuthal sector shown by Gotthelf et al [41] in a paper claiming to identify
the positions of the inner and outer shocks from a high-resolution x-ray image obtained by the
CHANDRA satellite. The radius quoted is quite different from that proposed by Borkowski
et al. It is difficult to identify clear shells in the observations, though, as this object shows an
asymmetric and patchy form. The radio pictures also show hundreds of very small, bright,
fast-moving ‘knots’ scattered throughout the remnant. These are interpreted as small dense
fragments of the supernova ejecta, like fragments of a bomb case, which have been much less
slowed than the surrounding gas because of their high density, so that they are now overtaking
the main mass of the gas.

Another possible mode of acceleration may arise in SNRs. Most supernovae (types II
and Ib) are expected to leave a neutron star within the remnant, so the presence of a pulsar
is expected; yet very few clear examples are known. In the famous 950-year-old Crab
Nebula, the effects of a relativistic wind from a central pulsar completely dominate the SNR:
mainly electrons are accelerated, at the termination shock of the pulsar wind, where the fluid
may be largely an electron–positron plasma; and these synchrotron-emitting electrons fill the
somewhat irregularly shaped nebula. (Even so, these electrons carry <0.01 f.o.e. energy
[116].) The usual SNR outer shock is, surprisingly, undetectable in this object (perhaps
because the usual ejecta are advancing into a region of exceptionally low density, after emerging
from the dense wind of a progenitor star). (See [112] for a remarkable numerical examination
of the relativistic magnetohydrodynamics of the pulsar wind and its effects.) Such pulsar wind
nebulae (PWN) or plerions are contained inside only about 20% of identified SNRs, although
some others may have contained PWNs when very young, according to Crawford et al [113]
who observed that, of the 6 SNRs which seem to contain pulsars less than 5000 years old,
two have no PWN but their pulsars have unusually strong magnetic fields and appear to have
lost most of their initial rotational energy. So, perhaps, a SNR initially contains an active
pulsar in ∼30% of cases. If a pulsar is born with a spin period ≈17 ms, its rotational energy
will be about 0.1 f.o.e. At the very early stages, its wind will be trapped inside a bubble,
within the ejecta (inside zone 4), which it could shock from the inside. There have been some
speculations that at its very early stages, the pulsar wind may be loaded with some heavy
nuclei stripped from the pulsar surface, which might possibly become accelerated to energies
above 1019 eV (e.g. [114]). Bednarek and Protheroe [115] put forward a more specific process
of acceleration of such stripped heavy nuclei, in the outer gaps of pulsars, and deduced that
the resulting particles would occupy chiefly the energy range about 2 × 1015 to 1016 eV, where
they might contribute at most 20% of the total cosmic ray flux.
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4. Developments of the diffuse shock acceleration model

The original simple model considered a few energetic particles wandering back and forth across
the outer shock of a SNR, and receiving a certain fractional gain in their momentum at each
there-and-back crossing of this converging-gas boundary. With an exponential distribution
in the number of crossings before particles drifted too far downstream to return, a power-law
momentum spectrum, dN/dp ∝ p−γ resulted, with γ = 2. One had to suppose a few
incoming ions became ‘injected’ into this acceleration process, and that suitable distortions of
the magnetic field arose, to scatter the particles. This robust core of the model has remained,
but developments over several years have shown that in places where the magnetic field
configuration is not unfavourable to injection, the process should turn a considerable fraction
of the SNR energy into cosmic rays; and if this is so, the shock compression increases and
the spectral slope γ becomes smaller (harder spectrum) at high energies. Moreover, in a
young SNR, the particles can generate magnetic field perturbations so strong as to greatly
speed up the advance to high energies. Although the factors governing the amount of ion
injection still provoke a great deal of discussion, and may be important for understanding the
low level of TeV gamma emission, recent calculations have produced an impressive account
of the observed numbers of different nuclear species in cosmic rays. Computational methods
have very recently reached the stage where predictions can be made of the particle spectra in
particular SNRs, and hence the spectrum of potentially observable photons, starting a fruitful
interaction with high energy observations (taken further in section 6). For readers not familiar
with the process a very brief introduction will be given below, and fuller reviews can be found
in [46–49].

In the original simple model, the outer boundary of compressed, hot, SNR gas (zone 2)
advances at high speed Vs into external gas (1) which is supposed to be undisturbed, as the
speed of sound (including magnetosonic waves) is much less than Vs , so that no density
disturbances propagate ahead of the shock. The jump in gas density at the shock—the
compression ratio, σ—is a vital factor, depending on the energy and pressure–momentum
balance between the two gas masses. In this simplest case where the external pressure is
negligible, and cosmic ray pressure is negligible, the density rises by a factor 4 on passing
through the shock, and then the compressed gas must leave the shock (‘downstream’) at a
speed U2 = Vs/4 relative to the shock in this highly supersonic case, and the relative speed of
convergence of the two gas masses is �U = (1 − 1/σ)Vs . If the shock front engulfs external
gas within which an energetic particle was diffusing, but the particle then wanders back to
zone 1, being scattered by magnetic irregularities within gas 2 without changes in energy as seen
in frame 2, it has on average received a fractional momentum gain �p/p = (4/3)�U/vpcle

after averaging over angles of encounter, assuming the angular distribution of particles to
be virtually isotropic whenever they encounter the front. The cycle of bouncing and energy
gain can be repeated many times. Bell [6], whose description we are following, gave a simple
argument that �N/N = −4U2/vpcle, by comparing the rate of impacts of isotropic particles on
unit area of the shock surface (familiar from kinetic theory of gases) with the rate (n2U2 in an
obvious notation) at which particles were being advected downstream—that scattering keeps
the particles moving virtually isotropically being the essential assumption. Thus, following
the fate of a group of N particles injected with very low momentum, a power-law spectrum
dN/dp ∝ p−γ accumulates downstream, with a spectral exponent

γ = (σ + 2)/(σ − 1). (3)

With the standard compression ratio σ = 4 one has γ = 2.0. (For a more thorough account
see [46, 47, 49].) When vpcle → c,E → cp, and dN/dE ∝ E−2.0. This is the canonical
energy spectrum.
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The shock eventually slows to near sound or Alfvénic speed, and its compression
factor then drops to σ < 4: if the Mach number M = Vs/Vsound(1) is not extremely
large, σ = (� + 1)/(� − 1 + 2M−2),< 4,1 where � is the ratio of specific heats of
the gas (= 5/3). This changes �U , and at about the lower limit for particle acceleration,
M = 2 → σ = 2.29 → γ = 3.33—a more steeply-falling spectrum.

The direction of the magnetic field was at first thought to be important: if nearly parallel
to the gas flow, particle diffusion would be easier; otherwise an alternative ‘shock-drift’ mode
of acceleration was described; but the latter process is included in the diffusion treatment [49],
which operates unless the magnetic field direction is nearly parallel to the shock front (though
particle injection becomes a problem at smaller inclinations than that).

This standard spectrum dN/dE ∝ E−2.0 may not be exactly that released into the galaxy,
for at each stage some of the most energetic particles can escape from the magnetic trap,
while the others remain and lose energy gradually in adiabatic expansion, being continually
supplanted by ions accreted and accelerated later. Eventually, particles accumulated inside
the SNR would be released into the interstellar medium when the remnant dissipated, after
∼105 years, and at the final stage a steeper spectrum might be generated, as might also happen
if the shock were running through an already-shocked hot gas. This late stage still requires
more attention.

4.1. Scattering mechanism: amplified magnetic field

Field irregularities are needed to scatter the particles and set up the diffusive motion. Bell
[6] proposed that the scattering was by Alfvén waves induced by the fast particles themselves
through the streaming (cyclotron) instability, for when they diffused just ahead of the shock
the particles would have a net streaming motion relative to the local fluid away from the shock
with a drift speed vd = −D dn/dx, where D is the diffusion coefficient, and n the particle
density at a position x in the radial direction. (In an equilibrium state vd just matches the speed
Vs of the advancing shock which is recapturing the particles.) The net streaming of the ions, as
they circle around the mean B0 field rapidly amplifies random seed fields to generate Alfvén
waves moving slowly in the outward direction, provided they have the right wavelength and
circular polarization for the transverse wave field δB to match the particles’ helical motion:
they then strongly scatter the particles. The waves are constantly being overtaken by the shock,
whereupon the compression strengthens the oscillating transverse δB component to provide
continued scattering in zone 2. A vast range of wavelengths is present. As the amplification
of seed fields by the streaming particles is very rapid, it was long assumed that dissipation
processes must limit their amplitude so that the ‘perturbation’, δB, would not exceed the
ambient field strength, B0. Recently, however, Bell, with Lucek, has argued that this is not
the case.

Lucek and Bell have reported computer simulations of interactions between a plasma and
an assembly of ions which had a small net streaming motion along the direction of a magnetic
field that was initially uniform apart a very low level of noise [50]. They found that this
noise was very rapidly amplified by the streaming ions, as expected from linear theory, but
these field oscillations continued to grow, to produce a highly irregular magnetic field with
an amplitude many times that of the original nearly uniform field. These highly nonlinear
Alfvén-like waves would be expected to transfer energy to other wave modes in a manner very
hard to treat quantitatively, and a simplified approximate treatment was suggested by Bell and
Lucek [51] to predict the resulting magnetic wave amplitudes responsible for scattering the

1 I thank a referee for correcting this expression, misprinted in [46]: see [47]. For σ when production of relativistic
particles is appreciable, see [63].
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most energetic relativistic particles in the neighbourhood of a shock front. Their result (their
‘regime A’) was that if Pcr is the pressure of the (most energetic) cosmic rays in a momentum
range �p ∼ p (i.e. ‘one e-fold range’) and ρ1 is the density of the external medium, then the
r.m.s. magnetic field strength b arising only from Fourier components within one e-fold range
around the wavelength resonating with these particles is given by the equation (SI units),

b2

2µ0
= ρ1V

2
s

2

1

4

(
Pcr

ρ1V 2
s

)2

, (4)

which one may write as

b = (η/20)
√

µ0ρ1Vs, where η = Pcr
/(

0.1ρ1V
2
s

)
. (5)

It should be emphasized that this is the field strength immediately ahead of the sharp shock:
the mainly-transverse field behind the shock would be σ times higher. The overall magnetic
field thus generated would be very irregular, transverse to the streaming, having roughly
comparable components over a large number of e-fold ranges of scale, from the gyro-radius
(rg) of the most energetic protons to the gyro-radius of the lowest momenta participating in
the acceleration, ∼108 times smaller. Only about one e-fold range is effective in scattering
particles of a particular energy, and it is the Fourier components of B in this small range that are
normally significant in determining particle diffusion: this ‘partial’ magnetic field is what Bell
and Lucek refer to and is given the symbol b in the equations above. The motion of a particle of
very low energy would be guided by the total field B, but strongly scattered by the appropriate
part b: the most energetic particles would essentially only respond to b, and could not respond
at all to most of the total B, residing largely in components of wavelengths 
rg . Similar
amplitudes of all Fourier components over eight decades would give Btotal ∼ √

18b ∼ 4b,
though the b acting on the most energetic particles will be larger than the average (see below).
Such a transverse field would not explain the observed preference for a radial field seen in the
radio polarization data, and it would make injection difficult, so it seems likely that further
instabilities mix the field directions somewhat, but retain the approximate strength of the field
given in equations (4), (5). If cosmic ray generation is very efficient, the pressure in cosmic
rays in the SNR would be comparable to the thermal pressure, becoming a large fraction of
ρ1V

2
s , and in a typical model calculation referred to below, treating the Tycho SNR [52], the

pressure Pcr in one e-folding of cosmic rays near the highest energy is ∼18% of the total
cosmic-ray pressure (as seen in figure 4) and so, say, ∼0.1ρ1V

2
s . A pressure of accelerated

particles as high as this corresponds to η = 1 in equation (5): my parameter η allows for other
situations in which the cosmic rays are not produced to such a dominant extent. The magnetic
energy density is at most a few per cent of the energy density of relativistic particles, still well
short of equipartition.

Ptuskin and Zirakashvili have examined the probable, though uncertain, effect of wave
damping [53], finding that the Alfvén waves may be much reduced when shock speeds fall
below several thousand km s−1. Whether the process of self-generation of magnetic field
works exactly as Bell and Lucek propose is not yet known, but at present it seems a very
plausible guide to the strength and complexity of the field produced. In young SNRs, the field
component in each octave of wavelength would greatly exceed the few microgauss found for
B0 in the interstellar medium. If true, this would greatly extend the energies of cosmic rays
that could be contained in the remnant, and would greatly increase the rate of energy gain, as
taken up in section 5. At any rate, there is believed to be an effective scattering mechanism to
produce the diffusive motion, close to ‘Bohm diffusion’, in which the scattering mean free path
λ is comparable to the gyro-radius, rg . In passing, it may be noted that this field model would
complicate the calculation of synchrotron radiation from young SNRs: the total synchrotron
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Figure 4. Momentum spectra of protons in SNR, from numerical simulations of Tycho and Cas
A [52, 54], showing a ‘curved’ shape. The dotted line shows the form of the pressure exerted by
these protons in Tycho (per unit interval of ln(p)), peaking sharply at the highest energies.

power would still be governed by the total magnetic field, B, but the most energetic particles
would probably radiate at somewhat abnormal frequencies.

4.2. Cosmic-ray modification of the shock and its consequences

The feedback of the generated cosmic rays into the shock structure complicates the model,
and has attracted a great deal of attention for over two decades. When much of the energy
of the compressed fluid is carried by relativistic particles, their pressure where they diffuse
just ahead of the shock will pre-compress the gas before it is swept up, producing a shock
precursor before the true shock (or ‘subshock’), increasing the compression ratio (and leakage
of the most energetic particles will accentuate this effect). This increased compression changes
the energy spectrum somewhat, because, relative to the shock, the gas slows down more on
passing it, so that particles bounce back with greater energy as �U rises closer to Vs . However,
the thickness of the shock also changes when the conversion of energy into cosmic rays is
not small. The density profile through the shock is no longer such an abrupt jump: instead
it looks like a vertical cliff with a steep slope of rock debris piled against the lower half
(or more or less): a very steep slope close to the cliff, but ending as a very shallow slope
stretching out very much further near the bottom. This zone of debris, the shock precursor,
is generated by the relativistic particles which have wandered back out across the shock and
are now diffusing in the fluid ahead of the shock before being engulfed again. A simplified
numerical example is useful as an introduction to the results of typical calculations. Consider
a highly supersonic shock in which the energy density of the relativistic particles (wcr) behind
the shock is α times the thermal energy density (wtherm) of the gas there. The same wcr is
found immediately ahead of the shock, because of diffusion. For simplicity, assume that
a negligible part of the relativistic energy is escaping back upstream (often not true, but
reasonable in the specific example below). Measuring speed of the gas, U relative to the sharp
shock front, the momentum flux of the incoming gas is reduced from its initial value ρ1V

2
s by

pressure: immediately before the sharp shock, the speed U = Vs −Pcr/(ρ1Vs), and behind the
shock, U2 = Vs − (Pcr + Ptherm)/(ρ1Vs) (density × speed is conserved in this frame), where
Ptherm = 2

3wtherm and Pcr = 1
3wcr = 1

3αwtherm. Balancing also the rate of inflow of kinetic
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energy ( 1
2ρ1V

3
s per unit area) with the outflow of kinetic, thermal and relativistic-particle

energy plus the work done against the existing upstream pressure (as we are ignoring any
maximum-energy particles leaking back upstream), one can solve for all the densities and
speeds, given the initial ρ1 and shock speed Vs , for a particular relativistic energy ratio α.
Going right through the modified shock, the overall increase in density is now by a factor �,
which includes the sudden density jump σ at the subshock:

� = ρ2

ρ1
= Vs

U2
= 8 + 7α

2 + α
, and σ = 1 +

� − 1

1 + α/2
. (6)

Taking the examples α = 1 (or 1.5 or 2) to represent efficient production of relativistic
particles, � = 5 (or 5.29 or 5.5), with the density jump at the subshock (included within the
overall �) being σ = 3.67 (or 3.45 or 3.25). σ has become somewhat less than 4, even for
compression of a cold gas. Now, relativistic particles of low energy with very small rg are
able to diffuse only a very short distance ahead of the subshock before being driven back by
the gas flow and so experience a compression ratio σ , generating a spectrum with exponent
2.125 (or 2.225 or 2.333) instead of 2.0 (using equation (3)), but the most energetic particles,
which diffuse furthest, can experience the whole compression ratio �, so they bounce between
gas masses with a greater approach speed �U ; hence at the highest energies we expect the
spectrum to have an exponent γ of 1.75 (or 1.70 or 1.67). The pure power law has been lost.
The resulting ‘curved’ spectrum is a clear prediction of the diffusive shock acceleration model
if relativistic particle production is considerable (α � 0). Seen in the external frame, the
energy given to each parcel of swept-up matter in this example would be 50% kinetic, 25%
thermal and 25% relativistic, for α = 1 (or 50, 17, 33 for α = 2). (Behind the shock, adiabatic
cooling would then act to reduce the relativistic energy least, so the cosmic ray energy density
could be above 40% inside the SNR.)

Figure 4 shows a calculated proton spectrum inside the fairly young Tycho SNR. (Having
been derived from a small-scale published plot [52], it will not be precise.) The main curve
plotted (full line) shows p2 dN/dp: it would be horizontal if γ = 2 all along. At the highest
momenta before the spectrum ends, the local slope γ = d ln N/d ln p = 1.7; at momenta
below 1 GeV/c, γ = 2.25—very much like the above example with α = 1.5. Evidence of
this curvature has been claimed in comparison of the radio and x-ray portions of synchrotron
spectra of SNRs such as Tycho, Kepler [55]. A much steeper low-energy proton spectrum
(γ ≈ 2.75 below 1 GeV/c) has been obtained in model calculations for Cas A (dot-dash line)
[54], where the shock has previously encountered a dense shell of gas surrounding a more
massive pre-supernova star, which probably generated a low-M reflected shock. The radio
synchrotron spectrum shows clear evidence of this steeper spectrum of the sub-GeV electrons
in Cas A. However, low-energy cosmic rays released into the Galaxy will mainly originate
from the much later stages of very old SNRs, when the peculiarities of the pre-supernova star
will have little relevance.

4.3. Injection to the acceleration process: SNR model calculations

The ions in the compressed gas have rms thermal speed vrms,therm = 3U2 in the simplest case
(where cosmic-ray production is neglected), after their velocities have been randomized by the
microturbulent fields in the vicinity of the collisionless shock. They are thus easily capable
of overtaking the receding shock: why do they not all enter into the process of multiple shock
crossing? They must be turned back by scattering well before they have penetrated far into
the zone of changing gas speed, so they gain little energy (whereas the accelerated particles
have a longer scattering mfp). Ellison and Jones, Baring and Reynolds claim that the region
of the sharp shock can be adequately modelled by supposing that magnetic scattering is set up
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here, having effects like a miniature version of that described above, that scatters all ions with
mfp proportional to gyroradius [49, 56, 57, 59]. The velocity and density of gas approaching
a shock would then presumably be changed drastically over a distance of very few mfp (mfp
appropriate to typical particle energies)—the velocity profile is adjusted iteratively in Monte
Carlo simulations—but then a few of the faster particles re-approaching the boundary layer
from the compressed gas will manage to pass through the thin barrier and some will begin
multiple crossings: they have been ‘injected’. It is hence argued, by Jones and Ellison [49],
following Eichler [58], that ‘injection’ of ions into the relativistic population is an essential
part of the shock formation process in a plasma. (The corresponding electrons have very much
lower rg , however, and it is not known how they could be scattered back from the plasma,
which is still a major shortcoming of the present models.) This very laborious but thorough
computational approach is, as yet, only applicable to plane shocks in quasi-stationary state, so
effects of SNR size such as adiabatic cooling and particle escape upstream have to be added
as adjustments. One of its advantages is that differing injection probabilities for different
ions emerge naturally (see the next subsection). A more widely-used approach to particle
injection in calculations is to assume some specified proportion of swept-up ions, in the range
∼10−2 to 10−5, to be effectively injected at some particular supra-thermal momentum Pinj.
This has been used, in particular, in a very extensive sequence of papers by Berezhko, with
Ksenofontov, Völk and collaborators [52, 60, 65]. (A proportion ∼10−2 seemed applicable
to interpretation of interplanetary shocks.) It was found that a large variation in this assumed
injection fraction resulted in rather similar production of cosmic rays in SNR models [60]—
around 30% to 60% of the total SNR energy at times ∼2T0—as the compression ratio adjusted
itself considerably to accommodate different amounts of injected particles within the total
available energy. However, this approach to injection, described by a specific proportion of
available particles being selected, can result in huge compression ratios if the incoming gas is
cold, an apparent instability where a huge pre-shock compression ratio causes even more of the
energization to go into relativistic particles, and the way in which the shock system will avoid
erratic behaviour has been discussed by Malkov et al [61, 62], though it is not clear whether
these are all physically real instabilities [49]. As a growth in the energy in the relativistic
particles steals from the thermal gas energy (see the effect of α in the example above), it
reduces vrms,therm, and so the shocked ions wandering back to the shock should presumably
have a lower chance of penetrating the boundary layer. Qualitatively, one would thus expect
a very high level of cosmic ray production to cause a reduced injection, stabilizing the level,
but it is not easy to see how the output would be stabilized at a very low fraction of the total
shock energy. Thus the shock acceleration process is likely to put a considerable fraction of
its energy into relativistic particles, although injection may only happen where the magnetic
field direction is not at a very large angle to the shock normal.

Berezhko et al [63, 64] devised a mathematical scale transformation that could handle
the huge range of scales applying to different particle energies in the precursor region, and
could be applied to the solution of spherically symmetric transport equations for cosmic
ray particles of all energies together with gas, if it could be assumed that the diffusion
coefficient was proportional to particle momentum, as would be the case for Bohm scattering
of relativistic particles (if B were regarded as independent of momentum, as seemed automatic,
pre-Bell–Lucek), and, in collaboration with Völk, they have exploited this technique very
energetically, applying it to the study of the different spectra that might be developed in
different environments [52, 60, 65]. Their numerical solution of transport equations also
makes use of the simplification that the expanding ejecta originating from the supernova
are replaced by an outward-moving piston that drives the sweep-up of surrounding gases.
Referring to figure 3(a), the piston is a thin shell placed at the contact discontinuity ‘CD’,
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containing all the mass and momentum of zone 3. This is believed to reproduce the essential
features of the outer shock, the swept-up gas and its contained ‘cosmic rays’. Although it
has no reverse (i.e. inner) shock, it should be adequate at t > 0.3T0, say, and has given us
our best insight to date into specific SNRs and their likely development. Ellison, Baring
and Reynolds have developed a complementary approach, using Monte Carlo simulation of
random walks of diffusing particles right from thermal energy, as mentioned above. The two
different approaches, by Berezhko et al and by Ellison et al appear to be quite consistent in their
main predictions, although the latter authors have preferred very different parameters to apply
to SNRs, involving lower magnetic field strengths, and much longer scattering lengths, and
consequently much lower maximum energies. (In many cases they have also ignored particle
injection much earlier than T0.) It will be seen in sections 5 and 6 that the present author
is of the opinion that the choices concerning scattering made by Berezhko et al seem more
realistic. As an alternative method of treating the spectra of accelerated particles resulting from
these modified shocks, Blasi has proposed a semi-analytical approach which may prove very
useful [66].

A principal outcome of the calculations just referred to was the demonstration that one
might realistically expect 30% or more of the SNR energy to be given to relativistic particles
soon after the sweep-up time, at least over that part of the outer surface where injection is not
inhibited by an unfavourable magnetic field, though this percentage might decline eventually
as the SNR aged. A thorough treatment of the fate of the particles through the final phases of
condensation and dissipation of the SNR after >105 years, to show how much energy emerges,
and what is the final spectrum is much needed, to update the earlier approaches (such as [44])
which did not treat particle spectra. This could examine the requirement of ∼16% of SNR
energy needed to supply the observed cosmic rays (section 3). It should be noted that the
energy given to each successive shell of swept-up matter (kinetic, thermal and relativistic) has
to be taken from the existing energy, so the adiabatic cooling of the existing cosmic rays and
gas is constantly balancing the newly imparted energy, from a time well before T0, but that
some extremely energetic particles escape this cooling by escaping from the SNR very early.

4.4. Composition of cosmic rays

The relative numbers of different cosmic-ray nuclei, after correction for spallation, normally
counted at a fixed energy-per-nucleon (i.e. same velocity), broadly follow the elemental
abundances in solar matter. But when the cosmic-ray numbers are normalized to these solar
numbers, these normalized cosmic-ray abundances are not uniform, but vary by a factor >40.
Ellison, Drury and Meyer [67] find they can interpret these abundance differences in terms of
the structure of a cosmic-ray broadened shock—the precursor region. In their analysis, the
abundance of a nucleus in cosmic rays, compared with the abundance of the atom in the matter
swept up by the shock, is essentially a monotonically increasing function of (A/Q), where A is
the mass number and Q is the charge number of the particle when it is swept up. This analysis
distinguishes between volatile atoms normally present in interstellar gas or the gaseous wind
of a supernova’s precursor star (H, He, Ne, N, Ar, S, Zn, Se, etc), and the more refractory
atoms (Mg, Si, Fe, etc) that are normally condensed in dust grains [68]. The authors assumed
that charged ions (typical charge in warm interstellar gas, Q = 2, except for hydrogen) or
charged massive dust grains (typical A/Q ∼ 107, depending on grain size) diffused in the
local magnetic field as did protons, but with m.f.p., taken again to be related to the gyroradius,
now becoming extremely large: for particles of mass M moving with velocity v 
 c, the
diffusion coefficient would be D ∝ rgv/3 = v2(M/Qe)/3B. Hence particles with large
(M/Q) at the early stages of the acceleration process, when they were not yet stripped of all
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Figure 5. Proton spectra calculated in a simplified model to show the position of spectral turn-
down obtained using Bell and Lucek’s prescription for the self-generated magnetic field. Thin full
lines: 1.4M� ejected into medium with 0.01, 0.1 or 1 H atoms per cm3 (type Ia). Bold dashed line:
3M� ejected into fast WR wind (type Ib). Dot-dash lines: 10, 4, 1M� ejected into massive slow
wind (type II). All 1 f.o.e. energy. Arbitrary flux units. Circles and stars: observed KASCADE
knee shapes for H, (He+CNO), plotted versus rigidity: squares show extension as ‘component B’
from figure 2: all multiplied by E0.6 to compensate for galactic trapping time. ‘All SN’ is the sum
of curves for type 1a (mean of nH = 1, 0.1), Ib, II mass 10, 4, 1 (halving contribution of M = 1
for full curve, or of M = 4 for the dot-dash curve).

electrons, would diffuse like protons of high rigidity, moving further into the precursor region
from the sharp subshock, to experience a greater compression ratio, and larger energy gain,
than protons. Even dust grains started the standard process of acceleration (though at very low
velocity). A Monte Carlo simulation of the history of such ions confirmed that this resulted in
abundance enhancements very similar to what was observed for volatile atoms if the shocks had
speeds ∼400 km s−1, and this seemed to be a reasonable representation of the main phase for
production of the bulk of multi-GeV cosmic rays in the galaxy. The dust grains could diffuse
through the whole precursor, experiencing the full compression ratio �, and gaining energy.
Any atoms that were sputtered from their surface outside the shock had become injected
whilst masquerading as very high M/Q particles and then continued their acceleration after
this unusual initial stage, but in this way all refractory elements gained a similar enhancement,
independent of their nuclear (A/Z). Figures 1 and 5 of [67] display the very encouraging
correspondence between the simulations and observed cosmic-ray abundances. The nature of
the result was insensitive to the assumed grain size over three orders of magnitude, but the
scenario is too complex for exact predictions to be drawn for all SNRs at this stage.

Lingenfelter et al [69] had disputed this interpretation of cosmic-ray abundances, claiming
a better fit by assuming the supernova accelerated its own ejecta; but Meyer and Ellison have
defended their view [70], citing particular critical elements and also citing the evidence for a
time delay between nucleosynthesis and acceleration [71].

In conclusion, the diffusive shock acceleration model has been shown to predict a large
efficiency for conversion of ESN into cosmic ray energy, with an extended power-law spectrum
of very reasonable slope, a major merit of this model for cosmic ray origin. It is making a very
good start in explaining details of the composition. The spectrum should actually be curved,
falling less rapidly at higher energies—an effect which is marginally but not conclusively
suggested in radio-to-x-ray spectra of SNR, though it may be hard to match cosmic ray spectra
(figure 1), and should be testable in future with TeV gamma rays. It is now time to consider
whether the main factors promoting doubts still have force.
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5. The maximum energy of accelerated particles

Lagage and Cesarsky [9] produced a serious and influential criticism of the diffusive shock
acceleration model, arguing that Emax � 1013 eV, for protons, failing by several orders
of magnitude to account for the maximum energy of galactic cosmic rays. They focused
attention on how much energy a particle could possibly gain during the active lifetime of a
SNR. How much have recent developments changed the situation?

Several different approaches since then have in fact led to formulae which look very
similar:

(a) Emax ≈ 0.6sBuR0V0Z eV based on dE/dt acting for T0.
(b) Emax ≈ 1

2BuR0V0Z eV escape when diffusion length ∼ RSN.
(c) Emax ≈ 4

3BuR0V0Z eV as above, but with strongly modified shock.
(d) Emax = BdownRsnVsZ ≈ 3BuRsnVsZ eV ‘Egeom’.

Here R0 (sweep-up distance), V0 (rms velocity of ejecta) and T0 (sweep-up time) are the
standard SNR parameters (section 3), in SI units. Bu, as before, is the magnetic field strength
(tesla) just ahead (upstream) of the sharp shock. Lagage and Cesarsky noted that ‘in the
most optimistic case’, where the diffusion mfp ≈rg , protons could reach 1014 eV, but they
argued strongly that this assumption of Bohm scattering was unreasonable: the factor s in
(a) expresses the relative strength of the scattering: the effective scattering mfp = rg/s, with
s < 1. The magnitudes of these energies are simple multiples of ‘Emax.ref’:

Emax.ref = BuR0V0 = 1.8 × 1014(Bu/0.3 nT)E
1/2
foe M

−1/6
ej� n

−1/3
H eV. (7)

(0.3 nT is a typical magnetic field strength in the interstellar medium.) One may multiply this
by 0.6 s, 0.5 or 1.33 for expressions (a)–(c). Lagage and Cesarsky argued not only for s 
 1,
but did not accept that B was higher behind the shock.

A brief explanation of these expressions (a)–(d) is given now, before considering how to
explain the much higher energies found in cosmic rays. (a) is based on the rate of energy gain
by a nucleus of energy E/e eV and charge Ze. Note that, with E and e measured in SI units,
E/e is the particle energy in eV. For relativistic particles, the energy gain at each cycle of
shock-crossings, �Ecyc = 4

3

(
1 − 1

σ

)
(Vs/c)E, and for the most energetic particles this energy

gain will not differ very much from the canonical (σ = 4) value (Vs/c)E. Then, making the
usual assumption that the scattering mfp is shortened in proportion to the compression, one
finds that the time for one cycle of back-and-forth crossings is Tcycle = 8

3 rg

/
sVs , and then

d(E/e)/dt = 3
8 sBuV

2
s Z eV per second. The most optimistic case, s = 1, corresponds to

Bohm scattering, and in this case, as mentioned earlier, it may not be the total magnetic field
that is important. Assuming that Vs ≈ V0, for a time T0, one arrives at expression (a), after
applying a factor ≈1.6 to correct for this simplified view of the velocity history. Berezhko
et al found, however, in their detailed modelling, that the energy was limited in fact by escape
into interstellar space, when the diffusion length ahead of the shock became comparable with
the SNR radius, and obtained the result (b) if the shock was not much modified by cosmic-ray
pressure, or (c) for a strongly modified shock [72]. These may be compared with a rule-of-
thumb introduced by Hillas [23]: Emax/e < BRVsZ, which may be termed the ‘geometrical’
energy limit, Egeom. As it was there implied that B was the field strength within the object,
B ∼ 3Bu—a slightly looser limit than the others.

Until recently, the interstellar magnetic field, ∼0.3 nT = 3 µG, was assumed ahead of
the shock, but if one accepts the strength of self-generated magnetic field proposed by Bell
and Lucek [51] (equation (5)), the maximum energy becomes much greater. Moreover, these
authors provided a justification for assuming Bohm-like diffusion. Bell and Lucek made a
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simple calculation to show that a maximum rigidity exceeding 1017 V might be attained by
particles injected at t = 0 in the case of a type II SNR like SN1993J, which expanded into a
slow wind from the precursor star. It will be shown below that, because B increases with gas
density, increasing the rate of energy gain, whereas T0 decreases with density, many SNRs
may produce a maximum energy at very nearly the same place, in the region of the observed
knee.

The rate of energy gain will now be changed to

d(E/e)/dt = 0.019ηV 3
s (µ0ρ)1/2Z = 1.0 × 106ηV 3

7 n
1/2
H Z eV s−1, (8)

where V7 is the shock speed in units of 104 km s−1 and nH is the density in the traditional
units of hydrogen atoms per cm3 (each accompanied by 0.1 helium atom). The factor s is
now dropped, as s = 1, and if energy transfer to relativistic particles is very efficient, η ≈ 1.
Ptuskin and Zirakashvili [53] have discussed other possible attenuation processes that could
limit the amplitudes of these Alfvén waves, but in the early SNR development, well before
the Sedov phase, the result may be as described above. Integration of dE/dt for the case of
expansion into a medium of uniform density, during the ‘sweep-up’ period, i.e. up to time
t = T0, now gives, for protons,

E(T0) = 6.0 × 1015KηEfoeM
−2/3
ej� n

1/6
H eV, (9)

where the factor K stands for the correction
(〈
V 3

s

〉/
V 3

0

)
that may be required due to the

assumption of constant shock velocity V0 during this phase, which becomes more serious
now because of the sharp Vs dependence of dE/dt , though this dependence means that the
gain is effectively finished before T0. (If the expansion was closely similar to that in the
hydrodynamic results of [37], K ≈ 2.8.) Thus, for expansion into a uniform medium, Emax

depends very little on the environment—not on the interstellar magnetic field strength of
course, and the dependence on external density is reversed, and is much smaller. It gives the
basis for understanding the existence of a rather sharp knee, in the case of type Ia supernovae
for example.

Using the typical expansion profile of a type Ia SNR [37], half the energy gain would occur
when t < 0.1T0—but are many ions swept up and accelerated at that early time? To check this,
a simplified calculation has been made, with a ‘toy model’ of SNR expansion, described briefly
in appendix A. The model is very crude in not treating pressures, and hence not allowing for the
hardening of the cosmic-ray spectrum at high energy, and the sub-relativistic injection stage
is bypassed by assuming that the relativistic particles always take a constant fraction of the
internal energy of the fluid: their total amount is governed by the energy accretion rather than
by the mass that has been swept up. (This is in line with the discussion in section 4.) Adiabatic
energy loss is applied at t > 0.1T0, and particles are supposed to gain energy at the rate given
by equation (8), the rate of transfer downstream being standard. Leakage from the surface was
assumed to occur for all particles with energy >Eleak = 1.0BuRVs eV. (See the appendix for
further clarification.) Figure 5 shows the spectrum of escaped protons plus those still in the
SNR at t ≈ 20T0. The jumps in the spectra somewhat below the maximum energy represent a
discontinuity between particles still inside the SNR and those that have escaped and no longer
suffer adiabatic cooling.

The cases illustrated all refer to SNRs with 1 f.o.e. total energy, as this is generally
believed to vary rather little, and all assume efficient cosmic ray production in the early stages,
so that the pressure of the most energetic cosmic rays is high, and η = 1. Three full lines refer
to type Ia SNRs: 1.4M� ejected into a uniform medium, taking nH = 1, 0.1 or 0.01 cm−3.
The spectrum turns down at an energy varying very little with gas density over this range, and
the position is very close to that seen in the KASCADE data, from figure 1, illustrated by the
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points (circles: H, stars, other nuclei, with E divided by Z). The bold dashed line represents
a typical type Ib SNR: 3M� ejected into a low-density high-speed wind (2000 km s−1) from
a preceding WR star, as the case of Cas A. The cut-off energy is virtually the same. The
three dot-dash curves represent type II SNRs: masses of 10M�, 4M� or 1.0M�, ejected into
a very dense 10 km s−1 wind from a red supergiant, as deduced for SN 1993J [45] (wind mass
taken as 5M� shed in 105 yr). As the purpose of these simplified calculations was to find
where the sharp energy turn-down occurred, when one took account of the amount of energy
added by sweep-up at very early times, no attempt was made to represent special dense shells
encountered further out (and the simplified model was not able to handle sudden increases in
density). Possible crude summations of the various SNR sources are also shown. Type 1a
(mean of curves for nH = 1, 0.1), type Ib, and the three type II curves are added, with one
type II variant halved in weight (thick full line has frequency of 1M� halved, thick dot-dash
line has 4M� halved—as a reminder that the details are sensitive to SNR mass functions).

The narrow range of turn-down energies from this toy-model application of the Bell–
Lucek energy gains is encouragingly close to what is seen in the experiment, and if there are
a few type II SNRs ejecting even faster shells into the very dense wind, one might indeed
see a tail of the cosmic-ray spectrum extending just beyond 1017 V rigidity (energies to
3 × 1018 eV), as Bell and Lucek proposed.

The model is too crude to give a reliable spectral shape: the source spectrum was typically
E−2.15, being modified from a slope 2.0 by history of injection and by adiabatic losses—but
the position of the sharp turn-down is the point of interest. The particles emerging at 3 PeV
(nH = 1) were injected on average at 0.1T0: the Sedov phase is not relevant for the PeV
particles. It is not easy to compare directly the simple calculation of Drury et al [73],
employing a very high magnetic field strength (up to equipartition level), as their plot is
difficult to interpret. Any model in which the magnetic field is generated by a strong interaction
between the plasma and the streaming particles in each energy band, should give a similar
result if the magnetic energy density reaches several per cent of the ram pressure of the gas,
and the field irregularity is such as to give near-Bohm-like scattering.

Neither the published models (e.g. those of Berezhko et al) nor the toy model just cited
considered the cosmic rays produced at the inner (or reverse) shock, where the ejecta are
compressed. Although accelerated ejecta are believed to make a very small contribution to
overall cosmic ray production, presumably due to the short duration of a very strong shock,
followed by a large adiabatic energy loss, they could be important at t 
 T0, and so might be
important for production of particles near to the maximum energy, which are able to diffuse
out and escape. Hence it is possible that, close to the knee, there is an additional component
consisting of accelerated ions from the ejecta, poor in hydrogen. This might conceivably be
relevant to the spectra reported for different components in the KASCADE preliminary data
(figure 1).

Thus, a distinct ‘knee’ near 3 × 1015 eV, related to emission by type I SNR and massive
type IIs, together with an extended tail from lower-mass type IIs (as suggested by Bell and
Lucek), would conform quite well to the analysis of the cosmic ray components shown in
figure 2. The examples plotted depended on the assumption of very high pressure of the
accelerated cosmic rays, such that η = 1 in equation (5).

5.1. Biermann’s turbulent diffusion model

Völk and Biermann [74] had earlier put forward a different way to incorporate very strong
magnetic fields as a route to extremely high maximum energies, suggesting that the important
accelerators might be explosions into the fast stellar wind of a precursor Wolf Rayet star which
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carried a very strong spiral magnetic field arising from the rotation of a star with a hypothetical
large magnetic moment. B became even stronger and nearly parallel to the shock surface by
compression: hence the particles might be prevented from leaking out of the system until they
reached extremely high energies. Biermann greatly modified this idea [75], with the aim of
generating a spectral shape as seen in the ‘all-particle’ cosmic ray spectrum (figure 1), taking
the view that was common until recently, that the various nuclei each possessed a very similar
spectral shape to this, each showing a small steepening in the spectral exponent that then held
for about two decades (before the KASCADE data indicated very sharp bends). He postulated
that this strong magnetic field perpendicular to the shock normal, inhibiting radial diffusion,
forced a different mode of particle transport: turbulent fluid motions in the outer 1/4 of the
SNR radius, and extending far ahead of the shock, transported the particles with an effective
diffusive motion. However, the diffusion coefficient derived to describe the gas motion is then
applied to the particle motion, giving quite wrong time scales to their motion (they are thus
made to wander through the region at speed c instead of speed vgas). Another problem is that
as the particles are transported by the convective gas, they must experience gas expansion
when they cross the front, contrary to a basic requirement of diffusive shock acceleration
(section 1): the formulae for energy gain also appear to me to count energy gains more than
once, both through the usual macroscopic effect of traversing fluid volumes having different
speeds and through the microscopic details of those gain (bouncing) processes. (Note similar
and other remarks in [65].) But the original need to explain the appearance of a spectrum with
essentially a single small bend in it has probably disappeared.

5.2. Summary

The high energy reached before the galactic cosmic ray flux falls notably from its extended
power-law form no longer seems to pose a serious problem for theories of diffusive shock
acceleration in supernova remnants, provided that the further detailed work on self-generated
fields confirms their magnitudes as outlined above. Moreover, the existence of a rather well-
defined ‘knee’ in the spectrum, despite the different environments into which supernovae might
explode, can be explained as the result of opposing effects of changes in density—shortening
the sweep-up time but increasing the built-up magnetic field—the interstellar magnetic field
being overwhelmed by self-generated fields except at the late stages of expansion. The ‘knee’
region of the spectrum should be generated early in the ‘free expansion’ phase of the SNR.
Type II explosions into dense stellar winds (where the interaction generates much stronger
magnetic fields) may well be responsible for a considerable part of the cosmic-ray population
having rigidities to at least 1017 V, especially from a few abnormally high speed/low mass
ejections, though very massive SNRs are likely to give maximum energies near the standard
knee. The part played by acceleration in superbubbles is not yet known. Although there
is some evidence for very strong magnetic fields in SNR, one supposes that much greater
damping of the Alfvén waves in slower shocks [53] is the reason why such effects have not
come to attention in interplanetary shocks.

6. Attempts at verification through detection of TeV gamma rays from
shell-type SNRs

We know that relativistic electrons are accelerated in SNRs, but for reasons that will be clear
later (section 6.2), the present author will make no attempt to interpret the synchrotron radiation
they emit. However, a flux of hadrons with an energy spectrum of the form dN/dE ∝ E−γ

when passing through gas will generate a flux of gamma rays whose spectrum has a similar
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form from GeV energies to TeV or higher, by the decay of neutral pions formed in nuclear
collisions. It was thus predicted that a gamma-ray spectrum ∝E−2.1 should be generated in
SNR, making them increasingly brighter than the well-known galactic band as one went to
higher energies, such as TeV [76, 77] (although it was later realized that the generation of
TeV gamma rays by inverse Compton scattering of microwave or far-IR photons by multi-TeV
electrons might provide a comparable source to confuse the interpretation). The possibility of
detecting more energetic gamma rays from SNR was one of the goals driving the development
of ground-based TeV gamma-ray telescopes during the last few decades, especially by the
Whipple Observatory, followed by the HEGRA, CAT and CANGAROO detectors (the latter
in the Southern Hemisphere), and the greatly improved new arrays, HESS, VERITAS and
MAGIC, now arriving.

One SNR, the Crab Nebula, is the clearest source of TeV gamma rays in the sky, but it
is quite untypical, because of its dominant plerionic nature and the absence of any detected
outer shock. Its spectrum above a few GeV is well explained by TeV electrons scattering the
synchrotron photons that they emit [116, 117], at around 0.4 pc from the central pulsar. It is
not relevant here.

For a long time, the expectations were disappointed: upper limits for emission have
been set for many shell SNRs, there is now one confirmed detection (RX J1713.7-3946),
one detection at an intensity far below what was expected (Cas A), one upper limit where
the expectation was distinctly higher (Tycho’s SNR), a seemingly mistaken reported detection
(SN1006), and several other failed detections [78]. Is this a serious difficulty for the cosmic-ray
model? Attention will focus on a few well-studied cases, below.

The question raised here will be whether there is indeed a flux of TeV gamma rays from
certain well-investigated SNRs at the level implied by the diffusive shock acceleration models,
especially those of Berezhko, Völk et al, whose early results indicated that, in remnants of age
∼0.5–2T0, relativistic particles had taken up about 40% of the energy that had been put into
the swept-up matter—and this latter energy was about 0.63(t/T0)ESN at times t < T0 (and
perhaps roughly (1 − e−t/T0)ESN for t > T0), judging from results published in [60].

It is useful to adapt an expression introduced by Drury, Aharonian and Völk (DAV) [76]
for the flux of gamma rays of energy above 1 TeV reaching Earth from such interactions, if the
relativistic particles in the SNR have a momentum distribution dN/dp ∝ p−γ extending from
pc 
 mc2 to >1014 eV. Adapting DAV’s formula to allow for different spectral exponents γ ,
one deduces that, in the high-energy region (1011–1013 eV, say), the flux at Earth of photons
above energy ETeV TeV, arising from hadronic collisions in a SNR should be

F(>ETeV) ≈ 1.21 × 10−6f (γ )XθE
−(γ−1)

TeV Efoed
−2
kpcnH m−2 s−1, (10)

where dkpc is the distance in kpc, the region swept up had contained a density of nH H atoms
per cubic cm (plus 10% that number of He), and θ is the fraction of the total SNR energy Efoe

(in f.o.e. units) that has at the present time been converted into cosmic rays. An additional
‘overlap enhancement’ or ‘concentration’ factor, X, has been introduced here, as the cosmic
rays may not occupy the whole SNR (in which case X = 1), but only a fraction, where the
gas is also concentrated. X is defined as the ratio of the average gas density weighted by
the local cosmic-ray energy density, to the unweighted average gas density—about 2 to 3 in
a situation like that shown in figure 3(a). f (γ ) has the value 1.0 if the spectral exponent
γ is 2.0: otherwise, log10(f (γ )) = −7.606 + 9.316γ − 2.757γ 2. The formula (10) was
re-derived on the same principles as in DAV, assuming that the momentum spectra terminated
by a turn-down factor exp(−(p/pX)2), with pX = 1015 eV/c, using a formula for gamma-ray
production given in appendix B, derived from the CORSIKA model of proton interactions.
A factor 1.3 was included to allow for the admixture of helium in the target gas; but as the
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TeV gamma production per f.o.e. of relativistic helium nuclei is virtually same as for protons
(for a spectral exponent near 2.0), no correction was required for the nuclear make-up of the
relativistic particles. The numerical result agrees very well with DAV’s for the case γ = 2.1
(their equation (9)), after allowing for the slightly different helium factor (1.3 cf 1.5). If the
hadron spectrum terminated at pX = 1014 eV/c, or 1013 eV/c, the flux of gamma rays above
1 TeV would be reduced by a factor of 1.3 or 6 respectively, and the gamma-ray spectrum would
be steepened compared with that of the protons. The curved spectra predicted for strongly
modified shocks (figure 4) would complicate the formula (10): an effective γ ≈ 2.0–1.9 might
be appropriate.

6.1. TeV observations of specific SNR

Tycho. Attempts to detect high-energy gamma rays from the remnant of Tycho’s supernova
SN 1572 have so far failed. Observations for 14 h in 1993 to 1996 at the Whipple Observatory
yielded an upper limit of 8 × 10−8 m−2 s−1 (Buckley et al [78]) above 0.3 TeV (equivalent to
2.4×10−8 above 1 TeV), and in 1997 to 1998 the HEGRA group, with their smaller telescopes
but more efficient stereoscopic arrangement, observed it for 65 h, and published an upper limit
to the flux above an energy of 1 TeV of 5.8 × 10−9 m−2 s−1 [79].

This SNR has a clear ring structure in radio and x-ray images, is not complicated by
other active systems in the line of sight, and is probably approaching its peak TeV luminosity.
Lozinskaya [80] adopts the distance 2.5–3 kpc, though it is imprecisely known. As for gas
density, Dwarkadas and Chevalier [37] consider alternative interpretations with nH in the
range 0.4–1.5. If one adopted a distance of 2.75 kpc, energy 1 f.o.e and nH 0.4 (or 1.5), the
vital product Efoed

−2
kpcnH , at the heart of the formula (10) for predicting the TeV flux would

be 0.053 (or 0.20). Seeking to make it smaller, it seems that it could be reduced to 0.032
(taking E = 0.6, nH = 0.4, d = 2.73), by choosing suitable values which together would
be compatible with a radius of 240 arc sec after 411 years (with mass Mej = 1.4M�), which
according to my estimate requires d = 2.66E

1/4
foe n

−1/6
H . (E was allowed the range 0.6–1.3 f.o.e.,

nH 0.4–1.5.) Using this minimized combination, t/T0 = 1.0, so one expects the fraction θ of
SNR energy that has been put into relativistic particles to be ≈40% of 0.63 = 0.25, according
to the hypothesis which is being tested. Taking the spectral slope to be 2.0 (or 1.9), and a
concentration factor X = 2 gives the prediction that the flux of gamma rays received above
1 TeV should be 2.0 (or 2.7) × 10−8 m−2 s−1. This is about 3.5 times the observational upper
limit if the spectrum has the form E−2.0, or 4.6 times above if it has the less steeply-falling
form more like the curved spectra. This is not a huge discrepancy, but factors have been
manipulated to minimize the result—and involvement of the compressed ejecta (zone 3) has
been ignored.

If there is a real discrepancy, it might point to a lower maximum energy of some tens of
TeV, or a much smaller energy content θEfoe of the cosmic rays in the SNR. In their detailed
numerical simulation of the Tycho SNR, Völk et al [52] assumed a very low SN energy of
0.27 f.o.e., which also made the expansion slower, so that t/T0 was only 0.7, going a long way
towards meeting the flux upper limit. This is a very low supernova energy!

SN1006. SN1006, a very bright historical supernova, is not accessible to the northern
observatories. If its distance is 1.1 kpc, and the local gas density nH = 0.13 cm−3 [81],
the product nH d−2

kpc is twice that for Tycho’s SNR, and its age t/T0 is a little larger (1.4–2,
say) so a TeV flux ∼ twice as big as the (undetected) Tycho flux might be expected. However,
the reported detection by CANGAROO [82] of a TeV flux ∼16 times the HEGRA upper
limit for Tycho’s SN seems to have been incorrect, as it has not so far been detected by the
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much more sensitive HESS array which has started operation in the Southern Hemisphere;
so many discussions of this object have been misleading, and at present, so far as the TeV
domain is concerned, it must appear as another example of a low flux. (There had been some
investigation in the CANGAROO group about possible errors that could arise in the method
of background subtraction used at the time [83], and we await observations with the new
upgraded CANGAROO stereoscopic system.)

Cas A. Being a very bright and much studied radio source, this is a natural target for gamma-ray
observations. During its last years of operation, in 1997–1999, the HEGRA array was directed
towards Cassiopeia A, seemingly the remnant of a type Ib supernova (see section 3). Based
on the huge effort of 232 h of observation, the group reported [84] the detection of a photon
flux of 6 × 10−9 m−2 s−1 above 1 TeV—a very low level, equal to their upper limit on Tycho,
but with a 5σ confidence level of detection, and about a factor 6 (after allowing roughly for
the difference in threshold energy) below the upper limits set by The Whipple [85] and CAT
[86] groups. According to the Borkowski et al interpretation [39] of this SNR, an explosion
of energy 1 f.o.e., at a distance of 3.4 kpc, has swept up a mass ≈6M� residing in winds
from the precursor star, equal to 2 × Mej. Within the SNR radius of 1.95 pc, this would be
equivalent to a hydrogen atom density nH = 5.7 cm−3, so equation (10) can be used to provide
a straightforward estimate of the expected gamma-ray flux above 1 TeV, to set alongside a
recent detailed model of Berezhko et al [54]. How much energy has gone into relativistic
particles? If the swept-up mass is about twice the mass of zone 3 (as assumed by Berezhko
et al) one would expect about 65% of the SN energy to now be in the swept-up mass, so
we take the fraction of energy in ‘cosmic rays’ to be θ ≈ 0.40 × 0.65 = 0.26. Taking a
conservative figure of 2 again for the concentration or overlap enhancement factor, a proton
spectrum with slope γ = 2.0 would give a gamma-ray flux above 1 TeV of 3.1×10−7 m−2 s−1.
This is 50 times larger than the flux observed by HEGRA.

Berezhko, Pühlhofer and Völk [54] have nevertheless modelled Cas A using their standard
spherically-symmetric kinetic model of SNR, starting with a circumstellar environment
like that put forward by Borkowski et al, with their usual treatment of nonlinear particle
acceleration, and have suggested how the observed flux can be produced. Their treatment
differs from the simple outline given above by reducing the energy of the supernova by a
factor 2.5, the density of surrounding matter by a factor 1.8 (the swept-up mass now becoming
3.0M�), the fraction of ESN put into accelerated particles by a factor 1.8 (this is not an input but
a result of the calculation), and, the main factor, the fraction of the SNR shock area that is able
to inject particles by a factor 6.7. (Their model may also be giving an overlap enhancement
factor between cosmic rays and matter less than 2 in this complex geometry: this is not known.)
Thus a reduction in the predicted flux by a factor ∼60 was obtained. They also successfully
modelled the radio and x-ray spectrum from Cas A, with an appropriate choice of rate of
injection of electrons to the acceleration process (in the absence of a theoretical prescription),
and after reducing the predicted proton flux by the big area factor mentioned above, claimed
some support for this adjustment by noting that the proton-to-electron ratio then matched that
seen in galactic cosmic rays. Another very low supernova energy is becoming embarrassing
for cosmic ray generation! Figure 6 shows the predictions of these authors for the spectrum
of gamma-rays from Cas A arising from π0-decay, and from electrons via inverse compton
and bremsstrahlung processes. In this object, the expected hadronic contribution stands far
above the inverse compton spectrum, presumably because of the high ratio of gas density to
far-IR photon background—making it a prime target for observation with the new generation
of gamma-ray telescopes. (In the HEGRA paper [84], a completely different interpretation
was put forward, based on a model [87] in which the outer shock was not considered to be
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Figure 6. The flux of different components of gamma radiation from Cas A according to the
model of Berezhko, Pühlhofer and Völk, showing very small bremsstrahlung and inverse compton
components relative to gammas from π0 decay. The flux reported by the HEGRA array [84] is
shown.

a significant acceleration site: the electrons in Cas A were supposed to diffuse from sources
in the dense knots and the inner shell. Their supposition about diffusion rates seems very
inplausible to the present author: the steeper radio spectrum from the knots, which contribute
10–20% to the radio flux, is a plausible result of motion of such bullets through the hot shocked
gas, with low Mach number, and magnetic field intensified in the wake of the bullets [88].)

RX J1713.7-3946 (G347.3-0.5). The CANGAROO group, using a newer telescope, reported
a flux of TeV radiation from the northwest rim of the shell-type SNR RX J1713.7-3946 [89],
which had been found in a ROSAT all-sky x-ray survey [90, 91]. The new HESS telescope
array has very recently confirmed the detection, with greater sensitivity, producing a clear
image of a shell for the first time [92], and found a hard spectral slope, γ ≈ 2.2 over the
range 1–10 TeV. It is too early to interpret this very significant detection, as little is known
about the distance, environment and age of the SNR. Both hadronic (Enomoto et al [89]) and
inverse compton electronic (Ellison et al [93]) interpretations of the gamma rays have been put
forward, but the HESS authors are cautious about claiming a definite hadronic origin yet. The
TeV flux is ∼15 times that seen from Cas A, or possible in Tycho, so the small distance ∼1 kpc
quoted by [92] seems plausible. Dense gas clouds abut the object, so more information about
the distance and environment is needed to permit proper analysis, but the HESS spectrum
could even arise from a flat hadronic spectral exponent γ = 1.8 near 1013 eV if there were an
exponential cut-off at ∼2 × 1014 eV (appendix B). This is the first shell-type SNR TeV signal
to receive independent confirmation.

6.2. Implications of low TeV fluxes

Several other low fluxes have been reported. Why are many TeV fluxes lower than had been
expected? One possibility might be a low maximum energy (pX < 10 TeV/c), which is
indeed a feature of shock acceleration simulations by Baring, Ellison, et al, and Ellison [95],
summarizing the results of their modelling of the synchrotron radiation in radio and x-rays
in the young SNR Tycho, Kepler and SN1006 emphasizes the implication that relativistic
particles have been generated to a maximum energy of only 2 TeV in all of these. This
would, of course, explain the lack of TeV gamma-ray detections! These authors placed
great emphasis on fitting the radio to x-ray spectra attributed largely to synchrotron radiation,
which led them to employ lower magnetic field strengths and scattering well below the Bohm
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limit. (In many cases they ignored particles injected much earlier than T0.) However, fits
that were at least as good were obtained by Berezhko, Völk and collaborators [52, 54] with
high B and Bohm scattering, giving pX ∼ 1015 eV/c, and whereas Ellison showed that no
radiation was produced by particles accelerated at the reverse shock in his model [95], he later
demonstrated an equally good fit (illustrated in the case of Kepler’s SNR) when making the
unusual assumption that only particles accelerated by the reverse shock were significant [94].
Hence fits to the synchrotron spectrum do not seem to constrain the essential parameters of
the SNR at present!

As an alternative cause of a reduction of the TeV flux, a more steeply falling proton
spectrum in the SNR would alleviate the isotropy problem for galactic cosmic rays, and a
discussion by Gaisser et al [98] of gamma rays of lower energy observed by EGRET in two
older SNRs indeed suggested that the best fit was with a spectrum E−2.4. This, though, would
involve a drastic change in the pressure balance of cosmic rays in current models of diffusive
shock acceleration, in which the most energetic particles play a large role.

Within the current models, the least disturbing explanation is that the low TeV flux reflects
the low total energy going into accelerated particles. It is notable that a supernova energy well
below the canonical 1 f.o.e. has been used in discussion of both Tycho and Cas A. Perhaps
this is an accident relating to these two objects, and very soon TeV astronomy will provide an
important check on the energy release; but that Cas A is a very low-energy supernova seems
most surprising in view of its prominence in the radio sky. The most likely explanation of
the shortfall at present is that cosmic-ray generation may indeed be efficient, but only over a
rather small fraction of the SNR surface, where injection is possible because the magnetic field
direction is not too far from the shock normal [54, 96]—it is quite possible that this fraction
can vary greatly during the history of the SNR, allowing it to deliver its 0.16 f.o.e. eventually,
even after late-stage energy losses.

7. The anisotropy problem

This is the most serious challenge to the standard model of the origin of galactic cosmic rays
from diffusive shock acceleration. One requires a residence time in the galaxy ∝E−0.6 to
turn a source spectrum E−2.1 into the observed spectrum E−2.7 even without considering a
curved spectrum having γ ≈ 1.9–1.8 at very high energy. Such a large fall in trapping time
at high energies implies a rapid outflow of particles from the galaxy at very high energies, of
which there is no sign. The model has relied upon a widely used, but probably untenable,
propagation model.

If cosmic rays are indeed diffusing outwards from a thin layer of SNR sources close to
the galactic plane, the drift velocity of the cosmic ray population away from the plane, seen
just outside the source layer, is

vdrift = q/2n = µc/2〈g〉, (11)

making use of equation (1), where q is the rate of production of particles per unit plane area, n
is the particle density, 〈g〉 is the mean grammage of matter traversed by the resident particles,
and µ the superficial gas mass, as in section 3. Converting this overall drift into a variation in
received flux as the observer’s viewing direction sweeps out a small circle on the sky, typically
sampling ∼0.4 of the intensity range seen in a complete scan of the sky, the result would be
quoted as an anisotropy amplitude A ≈ 1.0µ/〈g〉 (using the Compton–Getting formula)—if
the observer were outside the main source layer. Taking µ = 2.5 × 10−3 g cm−2 one can
estimate some numerical values.
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At a rigidity of 22 GV, observations give the mean grammage 〈g〉 = 5.32 g cm−2 for
either the standard ‘leaky box’ analysis or a ‘reacceleration’ model [103] described in (a),
below. This can be scaled to the energies of 1.5 × 1014 eV, 1015 eV and 1.5 × 1017 eV at
which we have anisotropy observations, assuming the standard variation R−0.6 for grammage
or residence time, or an alternative slower variation R−1/3 that would be natural if scattering
were controlled by a Kolmogorov spectrum of turbulence in the interstellar medium. Cosmic
rays of a fixed energy include a spread in rigidities, but the composition shown in figure 2
can be used to allow for this: at energies up to the knee, the anisotropy of the mixture would
be 0.56 times that of protons of that energy, if residence time goes as R−0.6, or 0.69 with the
Kolmogorov law. At 1.5×1017 eV, with Fe playing a larger part, this correction would change
to 0.30 and 0.42. Hence one predicts anisotropy amplitudes (just outside the source layer).

At 1.5 × 1014 eV, 1015 eV and 1.5 × 1017 eV, one expects 5%, 16% and 180% using the
R−0.6 law. One predicts 0.6%, 1.1% and 3.7% with a R−1/3 law. Observed amplitudes are
0.037% [99], <0.4% (probably much less, from several experiments [100]), and 1.7% from
an average of data collected by Clay et al [101].

Our observing position is not outside the source layer, so we should see a smaller flow.
A reduction factor ∼4 might occur before non-vertical flows dominate. But the model
anisotropies are so huge compared with observation that the R−0.6 particle trapping law seems
quite unacceptable in any part of the energy range considered here. The alternative R−1/3 law
would have been quite acceptable, however, as it does not require an unreasonable reduction
in the anisotropy compared with that at a position near the edge of the source layer. In any
case, the much-used R−0.6 dependence of spallation is a phenomenological description: how
does one account for it? Ptuskin [102] gives a brief introduction to some attempts, two of
which will be mentioned here.

(a) If the diffusive scattering is governed by the hydrodynamic turbulence in the interstellar
medium, the m.f.p. is likely to follow a E−1/3 variation, expected from a Kolmogorov spectrum
of turbulence and some indications of such a spectrum of wave disturbances in space. Then,
re-acceleration of cosmic rays by further encounters with weak shocks and turbulence after
their initial generation could distort the relationship between secondary and primary particles,
mimicking the R−0.6 grammage at the lower energies (e.g. [103]). The mass of gas traversed
would really be ∝E−1/3 ([103] quote 15R

−1/3
GV g cm−2), and this should become clear in the

data at energies above several tens of GeV per nucleon. The evidence is mixed: Swordy et al
[25] reported that the R−0.6 dependence was still valid approaching 1 TeV/nucleon, but more
recently Hareyama et al [104] show that a R−1/3 dependence of diffusion coefficient fits much
better the larger amounts of Li, Be, B fragments at 2 and 5 TeV/nucleon reported by the
RUNJOB group in 2003. However, as the cited RUNJOB conference reports have not yet
appeared in print, their status is unclear at present. This is the scenario that would accord with
the low observed anisotropy, but would not match the theoretical source spectrum of E−2.1 to
E−1.9, say.

(b) An alternative model in which hot gas from SNRs drives a galactic wind out to
>300 kpc explains a trapping time dependence ∝E−0.54, as the combined effect of a R1.1

dependence of scattering m.f.p.s due to self-generated Alfvén waves far above the galactic
plane and a rigidity-dependent size of the region where these waves can exist [102, 105].
Although this model has the advantage of explaining the change of energy-dependence below
∼5 GV, it still predicts far too much anisotropy.

There is still another problem concerning the cosmic-ray spectral slope. The acceleration
model does predict a shallower slope (a high-energy excess) at the highest energies, as seen in
section 4, but the local cosmic rays (figure 1) do not show this—and if a shortening lifetime
hides this curvature, we are back with the anisotropy problem. In their careful discussion of
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the spectrum of sub-TeV gamma rays in the SNRs IC 443 and γ Cygni, Gaisser, Protheroe
and Stanev [98] found that a particle spectrum ∼E−2.4 would give a good fit to the various
observations (in addition to accounting for a deficit of TeV photons in other SNRs). We need
more gamma ray observations.

8. Conclusions

As the impressive scheme of diffusive shock acceleration in supernova remnants has been
developed and matched with observations of the bulk of (‘low energy’) cosmic rays, it has
been viewed with some reserve by many who observe cosmic rays of extraordinarily high
energy, which still seemed to be connected with our galaxy to energies somewhat beyond
1018 eV, and this review has been undertaken from this standpoint. Two recent developments
have a large impact on the domain of highest energies—the ‘knee’ and beyond. Observations
at Karlsruhe give a strong indication that there is a rather distinct end to a major component
of the cosmic-ray flux at a rigidity just above 3 × 1015 V, hidden beneath the apparent gentler
change in spectral slope of the total radiation (all nuclei), though a more extended component
must also tail away less sharply at higher energies. Secondly, Bell has, with Lucek, extended
his original picture of scattering governed by self-generated Alfvén waves by offering a new
prescription for the, much larger, strength of highly contorted magnetic field resulting from the
interaction between charged particles and plasma near the shock front. It was argued that this
made it possible to reach rigidities above 1017 V, and energies above 1018 eV for heavy nuclei
for SNRs surrounded by a very dense pre-supernova wind. It seems to the present writer that
his prescription implies that most other SNRs would generate very similar cosmic-ray ‘knee’
energies, depending extremely weakly on external conditions, and placed near the rigidity
observed at Karlsruhe (figure 5).

One remaining problem at high energies is the unexpectedly low flux of TeV gamma
rays emitted from the mostly fairly young SNR that have been observed so far—a factor of
50 lower than expected from a simple initial estimate in the case of Cas A, though many
input astrophysical parameters are not known well. There may be a simple explanation here:
in these SNRs, the injection of ions into the supra-thermal energy regime at the start of
acceleration may be hindered over much of the shock surface by unfavourable magnetic field
circumstances. The low energy of relativistic particles implied by the low TeV gamma-ray
emission seems an embarrassment when one requires about 16% of the average SNR energy to
emerge as cosmic rays in order to maintain the observed local cosmic rays, but this difficulty
with injection, which may be variable from one object to another, may change during the
later development of the SNR, when strong nonlinear field generation dies down. Radio
polarization implies that young SNRs have turbulent magnetic fields with a radial tendency at
the outer edge, so there must be turbulence present beyond that described by Bell and Lucek’s
model. The one-dimensional models employed so far to describe particles in SNRs lead us to
expect a large fraction of energy, ∼30–40%, going into relativistic particles, so it is only by
restricting the action of injection that one can easily reduce the gamma-ray luminosity, and
we do not know whether injection varies on a very localized scale, in the complex magnetic
field. If so, lateral pressure variations would presumably make the shock front somewhat
turbulent (possibly related to the radial fields), and this will require studies in at least two
dimensions.

However, the observed anisotropy of cosmic rays is surprisingly low, which makes it
seem probable that the cosmic-ray trapping lifetime in the galaxy varies as E−1/3, rather than
E−0.6, as may still be possible within the constraints of known data on spallation. In this case,
the sources must release a steeper spectrum of cosmic rays into the galaxy—something like
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E−2.36 over an energy range from GeV to around PeV. If the acceleration mechanism were
to generate a steeper spectrum, despite the modification of the shock by cosmic rays, which
works the other way, one would require a slight reduction in the number of shock crossings
per particle. In their review of the problem, Kirk and Dendy [107] referred to the possibility of
braided fields, giving some of the characteristics of double diffusion (diffusion along field lines
which also diffuse), presumably for scattering weaker than Bohm diffusion. Alternatively,
Siemieniec-Oziȩbło et al [108] considered that circularly polarized Alfvén waves of non-small
amplitude cause backward–forward asymmetric scattering, in which case particles might be
swept away from the front somewhat more rapidly than in the standard theory. Such changes
to the spectral slope would also ease the problem of explaining the low flux of TeV gamma
rays from SNRs.

However, it is difficult to see how one retains other major features of the present model if
the most energetic particles have a much lower energy density, as implied by such a change.
For example, the magnetic field generation by these energetic particles, at the level of Bell and
Lucek, which produces such excellent predictions for Emax would be considerably altered, as
would one other development of recent years—the account given by Ellison, Drury and Meyer
of the pattern of preferential selection of all the nuclear species at the shock front, governed by
the form of the shock precursor region, since that arises from pressure of accelerated cosmic
rays.

So one may consider alternatively whether there are mechanisms involved in the pattern
of release of cosmic rays, such as the variation of field strength with time, which affect the
energy of particles being released at any instant in such a way as to steepen the spectrum of
particles released into the galaxy.

All round, the model of diffusive shock acceleration seems to become more persuasive,
though the flatter spectrum predicted at high energies may yet turn out to be a severe problem
for cosmic rays. TeV astronomy is now entering a phase of improved sensitivity (HESS,
VERITAS, MAGIC, CANGAROO), with potential to check on particle spectra in young
supernova remnants. The case of Cas A may give clean observations, nearly free from non-
hadronic radiation. It may be possible to take up the suggestion of Berezhko and Völk [65]
that there should be several very young type II SNRs in the Galaxy, in obscured regions, which
might be very luminous in gamma rays.
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Appendix A. Toy model used for investigating maximum energies

A greatly simplified model of supernova expansion was used to provide the history of radius
and shock speed. The shock was not modified, so the compression ratio was 4, and an
amount 9

8πR2
SNV 3

s ρ1 of thermal energy was accreted per second: half of this was diverted
into relativistic particles. The N cosmic rays injected in each time step with energy 1 GeV
are followed, divided into those still interacting with the front, gaining energy at a rate as in
equation (8) with η = 1 (so those in a specific injection batch have a unique energy) while
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the number lost downstream per unit time was −dN/dt = (N/E) dE/dt . Any particles with
energy above BuRSNVs eV escape upstream. All particles inside RSN lose a fraction of their
energy in each time step chosen so that all such adiabatic cooling annuls the energy accreted
at the outer front, but cosmic-ray energy takes only a half share in this cooling, compared with
thermal energy. (A radius-based cooling gave virtually the same effect in type Ia.) The SNR
expansion was governed by the velocity distribution of the ejecta—an exponential law for type
Ia and r−7 law (in the outer parts) for others. In each time step, the energy of the ejecta passing
through the inner shock was given to the SNR: a fraction (0.5 − 0.2Fcomp) was assumed to
become kinetic energy (where Fcomp is the fraction of the ejecta mass that has been shocked),
a fraction Mswept/(Mswept + 0.77FcompMej) being deposited in the swept-up matter, Mswept,
and the outer shock speed Vs was taken to be 1.44 times the rms speed of this swept-up matter,
roughly as in a self-similar r9 density profile of the swept-up matter. (These expressions may
work much less well for wind expansions than they do for type Ia.) The speed of the inner
shock was adjusted to correspond to a 4:1 ratio of velocities of gas flowing in and out. In the
case of the type Ib expansion, it was necessary at times to curtail the Bell–Lucek magnetic
field strength to maintain a supersonic shock speed.

Appendix B. The spectrum of gamma rays resulting from proton–proton interactions

This appendix is concerned with the spectrum of gamma rays having energies of very many
GeV, produced by a truncated power-law spectrum of protons colliding with nucleons in the
background gas. A simple approximation (the use of spectrum-weighted moments) has been
very useful, but has led to considerable inaccuracy when the gamma-ray energy approaches
the maximum energy of the protons, so the degree of overestimation is indicated, and a simple
basis for more accurate calculation is presented.

The main production process is through neutral pions generated in the collisions, each of
which decays to two photons after negligible delay, though there is a small addition due to
decays of other particles. I am grateful to Min Zha and Johannes Knapp for providing me with
tables of spectra of gamma rays resulting thus from collisions of protons of 1012 to 1015 eV
according to a currently-used version of the CORSIKA simulation program (with QGSJET.01
[109, 110]). At a proton energy of a few tens of TeV, most relevant for TeV gamma-ray
production, these can be well fitted by the following formula, giving the energy distribution
of photons, as follows:

dn/d ln x = x dn/dx = 3.06 exp(−9.47x0.75), (B.1)

where n is the number of photons produced (after decays) per proton collision, and x is the
photon energy measured as a fraction of the proton’s energy (in the normal laboratory frame
of reference). It fits the tabulated data typically within ∼3% for x > 10−3. Although, at
higher proton energies, the production spectrum, dN/d ln x, should really be somewhat higher
than given by equation (B.1) at low x (<10−3), this has no discernable effect on the overall
gamma-ray spectrum.

At energies well below the maximum energy of the parent protons, the total gamma ray
spectrum parallels that of the protons: in fact dnγ /dE = zγ dnp/dE, where the ‘spectrum-

weighted moment’ [97] zγ = ∫ 1
0 xγ−1(dn/dx) dx if the proton spectrum is of the form

dN/dE ∝ E−γ . In the canonical case γ = 2.0, zγ is equal to the fraction of the proton’s
energy taken by gamma rays, ≈0.17. (For the values γ of 1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.7,
the production spectrum (B.1) gives zγ values of 0.358, 0.252, 0.182, 0.134, 0.100. 0.076 and
0.029.)
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This simple rule, that dnγ /dE = zγ dnp/dE, has been widely used to predict gamma-ray
fluxes, but when Eγ exceeds 10−2 of the effective maximum energy of the protons the gamma-
ray flux drops well below this level. In the case where protons have a power-law spectrum
with an exponential termination: dnp/dE ∝ E−γ exp(−E/EX), the gamma-ray differential
flux dnγ /dE has fallen below zγ dnp/dE by a factor 2 at 0.03EX, 5 at 0.13EX and 10 at
0.25EX. These factors refer to a canonical spectral exponent γ = 2.0, but other exponents in
the range 1.8–2.1 show these depression factors at almost the same energies. If integral spectra
are being plotted, the quoted drops occur at energies about half of those given here. Thus for
the case of a factor 8 shortfall in the integral number of gamma rays above 1 TeV, quoted for
the case of Tycho’s SNR, a factor 7 depression would occur if the ‘maximum energy’ of the
protons (more precisely, the energy EX in an exponential turn-down) were only a factor 10
above the gamma-ray energy—i.e. 10 TeV. (The shortfall at 0.3 TeV would then be a factor 3.)
(When the use of zγ is taken too far, the predicted spectrum can contain unrealistic sharp
features, as in [111].)

To predict the gamma-ray flux at energies more than 0.3% of Emax, the spectrum-weighted
moment should not be used: the production spectrum (B.1) can be used instead.
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